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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 61 

Evolving energy paradigm exposes need for R&D 62 

Transmission system operators (TSO) have many years of experience in operating and 63 
developing the transmission grid. However, the European energy system has seen 64 
significant changes over the past years, public acceptance of new infrastructure and 65 
current R&D programs have not been able to keep pace. As Europe moves towards 66 
increased integration of renewable energy sources (RES) and an internal electricity 67 
market (IEM), this has exposed a critical need for new expertise, approaches, methods 68 
and innovations. In order to maintain security of supply for the pan-European transmission 69 
system, an investment framework must be established that allows TSOs to carry out the 70 
R&D that is so urgently needed. 71 

This Research and Development Roadmap outlines a methodology for achieving the 72 
European climate energy objectives defined in the European Union’s (EU) “20-20-20” 73 
targets and the European Commission’s Roadmap 2050. It lays the groundwork for the 74 
upcoming electricity highways and for the change to a low-carbon electricity system.  75 

Transmission grids play a key role and must take key steps on the path towards achieving 76 
Europe’s low-carbon energy objectives. By coordinating the efforts of the European 77 
Member States, powerful synergies will be developed that will help to propel Europe to the 78 
forefront of the global energy market. This will include implementation of a smart grid for 79 
Europe – essentially a modernized, highly efficient electricity network that allows RES to 80 
be integrated in an effective manner. Furthermore, these efforts will also pave the way for 81 
the IEM. 82 

Roadmap destinations: six innovation clusters 83 

We have formulated six distinct yet highly interdependent R&D clusters as destinations of 84 
this R&D Roadmap. These serve to focus and differentiate the many tasks required to 85 
address the challenges of Europe’s rapidly shifting energy paradigm. Each cluster will help 86 
to facilitate collaboration between European TSOs, industry, research institutes and will 87 
provide a shared repository of ideas. These clusters are extremely cost-effective since 88 
they prevent similar R&D from being duplicated by different TSOs and they exploit the 89 
many synergies inherent in Europe. 90 

Even modest R&D investments bring enormous benefits 91 

The size of the investments required for TSO R&D is relatively small yet the potential 92 
benefits of effective R&D work will be enormous in the long run. For R&D to be truly 93 
effective, resources must be invested in capital goods and the workforce. The total R&D 94 
budget is estimated to be € 1005 million for the next 10 years 2013-2022. 95 

By performing R&D, transmission operators will be in a position to progressively identify 96 
needs for new functionality and technology for their network in a more coordinated 97 
fashion. Furthermore, R&D provides a means of mitigating the potential risks of failures in 98 
energy policies and infrastructure investment. 99 
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 This Roadmap has impacts and benefits not only for TSOs but for all stakeholders 100 

including distribution system operators (DSOs), manufacturers, RES providers and society 101 
at large. No single TSO alone will be able to conquer the many challenges facing the 102 
electricity industry. By closely collaborating and sharing R&D investments, TSOs, external 103 
partners and key stakeholders will be able to reach their key milestones and maximize 104 
results. 105 

This Roadmap is an enabler for European energy policy: it ensures that electricity supply 106 
remains secure, sustainable and competitive. It also helps to encourage the global 107 
leadership of European power technologies and ICT, while stimulating education and 108 
boosting socio-economic benefits for grid-users and stakeholders. Through replication and 109 
scaling-up strategies, the outcomes of R&D can be adapted to the economies of scale and 110 
then deployed and commercialized universally. 111 

Only adequately funded R&D returns cost-effective and advanced solutions! 112 

To foster investment in innovation, TSOs vitally require a long-term solution for financing 113 
R&D through energy tariffs or other means. In the current scenario, depending only on 114 
public financing has lead to chronic underfunding of R&D. 115 

As regulated companies, TSOs have limited access to the financial benefits of 116 
technological innovation. The lack of explicit regulation has meant that R&D expenses are 117 
often treated as any other operating expenditure. In fact, the drive towards increasing 118 
cost-effectiveness tends to reduce R&D allotments on a yearly basis. It is now crucial for 119 
European regulators and politicians to establish a regulatory framework that reverses this 120 
trend and maintains a stable environment for project-based funding. 121 

122 
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1 INTRODUCTION 123 

The main body of this Roadmap is oriented towards decision-makers, policy experts and 124 
other stakeholders. It provides a general discussion of the various topics and issues. The 125 
Roadmap includes two annexes that are intended for our more technically oriented 126 
readership. Annex A contains comprehensive descriptions of the core R&D activities 127 
(clusters and functional objectives) and Annex B lays out a methodology for TSOs. 128 

1.1 BACKGROUND 129 

ENTSO-E is bound by Regulation (EC) 714/2009, part of the third legislative energy package 130 
for the internal energy market, and by Directive EC/72/09 to adopt a document that provides 131 
a forward-looking vision on R&D performed by the association and its member TSOs. 132 

In 2010, ENTSO-E proactively published the R&D Plan 20101. In December 2011, an 133 
updated version of the first edition of ENTSO-E's R&D Plan2 was released. The first ENTSO-134 
E R&D Plan initiated a dialogue between European TSOs, European regulatory authorities 135 
(ACER), EU Member States and the European Commission. It was also written to serve the 136 
needs of TSOs in the first European Electricity Grid Initiative (EEGI) Roadmap, which was 137 
approved with the creation of EEGI in June 20103. 138 

1.2 ENTSO-E R&D: SCOPE AND DELIVERABLES 139 

This R&D Roadmap evaluates Europe’s energy policy goals (as defined through the so-140 
called EU “20-20-20” targets and through the European Commission’s Energy Roadmap 141 
2050) and describes the challenges and opportunities they represent for TSOs. In addition to 142 
these energy targets, it focuses on the development of the pan-European transmission grid 143 
and completion of the IEM.  144 

Its scope covers research, development and demonstration, paving an important stone for 145 
the system innovation. By fostering understanding for the importance of TSO R&D and its 146 
inherent benefits, this document strives to establish a supportive stakeholder environment. 147 

Among mandates of ENTSO-E, this document complements both Network Codes (NC) and 148 
the Ten-Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP) but does not limit its focus to technical or 149 
procedural aspects. 150 

In 2012, ENTSO-E will release a new set of R&D deliverables consisting of three documents: 151 
R&D Roadmap, R&D Implementation Plan and R&D Activities and Indicative Timetable. The 152 
R&D Plan 2011 is being used as a reference for ongoing activities but it will be successively 153 
supplanted by the above-mentioned documents. 154 

1. The R&D Roadmap is issued every five years and details ten years of priority R&D 155 
activities required to meet twenty-year transmission system targets. It also contains 156 
background information on the current transmission system. It is written in 157 

                                                
1 R&D Plan 2010: https://www.entsoe.eu/rd/entso-e-rd-roadmap/ 
2 R&D Plan Update 2011: https://www.entsoe.eu/rd/entso-e-rd-roadmap/ 
3 EEGI is one of the European Industrial Initiatives under the Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET-

Plan).  The mission of EEGI is creating an adequate European grid (both transmission and distribution 
systems) to achieve the European energy policy goals. 
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 accordance with the Strategic Research Agenda 2035 (SRA 2035)4 published by the 158 

European Technology Platform SmartGrids. 159 

2. The R&D Implementation Plan is issued every year and outlines R&D activities for 160 
the next three years as stipulated by the R&D roadmap. While the R&D Roadmap 161 
focuses on the R&D strategy, the R&D Implementation Plan deals with the realization 162 
of specific R&D projects. Since the Implementation Plan covers the short-term 163 
perspective, it can help to develop upcoming Calls for Proposals through the 164 
European energy research and innovation program.  165 

3. The R&D Activities and Indicative Timetable is part of the ENTSO-E Annual Work 166 
Program and refers to the ENTSO-E R&D Implementation Plan and/or highlights R&D 167 
activities for the following year. 168 

The present document represents only the R&D Roadmap. The R&D Implementation Plan 169 
and the ENTSO-E Annual Work Program are published separately. 170 

Since the R&D Roadmap is valid for the next five years, its structure and approach differ 171 
from the previously published R&D Plan and major changes to the R&D strategy of ENTSO-172 
E were shifted to this Roadmap. 173 

174 

                                                
4 Strategy Research Agenda 2035. http://www.smartgrids.eu/documents/sra2035.pdf 
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2 THE NEED FOR RESEARCH AND INNOVATION 175 

The way forward over the next 20 years in the electricity sector is to invest in 176 
innovation today so that tomorrow’s electricity highways can be built and the change 177 
to a low-carbon electricity system is enabled. In constructing the electricity highways as 178 
outlined in Energy Roadmap 20505, it is imperative not to be unrealistically futuristic while 179 
also not being restricted by past scenarios. Laying the groundwork of tomorrow’s energy 180 
supply will likely be quite daunting for some stakeholders. However, failing to agree upon a 181 
clear vision for the future would be much more perilous for all parties involved. For this 182 
reason, TSOs and their stakeholders have started the “e-Highway2050” project. The 183 
objective is to develop a top-down planning methodology for modular and robust expansion 184 
of the pan-European network from 2020 to 2050 in keeping with the targets of European 185 
energy policy6. Tomorrow’s electricity system will not only be based upon electricity 186 
highways, but also huge investments in the extension of the existing networks, smarter 187 
operation tools and new technologies will be necessary to achieve the energy policy goals 188 
and enable the further integration of RES. 189 

Europe must continue to strive towards a low-carbon future. European energy policies 190 
stipulate specific energy milestones for 2020 and 2050. The ability to flexibly handle variable 191 
generation from clean energy sources will necessitate an optimized mix of flexible 192 
generation, transmission capacity, energy storage and demand response. Innovative 193 
solutions are needed to achieve adequate reliability at minimum cost. 194 

FIVE MEGATRENDS IN THE ELECTRICITY SECTOR 195 

1. Evolution of power generation from centralized plants to distributed renewable 196 
energy sources: Large power plants with high base loads and slow ramping 197 
capabilities will gradually be supplanted by renewable energy resources with variable 198 
generation. Energy sources will be expected to be clean but they will also have to be 199 
stable and efficient. This introduces a new paradigm for grid architecture and power 200 
technologies and also requires substantial balancing between control areas to ensure 201 
that supply meets demand. 202 

2. The completion of the Internal Electricity Market for Europe will allow integrate 203 
wholesale markets across all timeframes (forwards, day-ahead, intraday and 204 
balancing) and establish a framework for advanced grid operating systems that 205 
enable storage, demand response and other distributed resources. 206 

3. The evolution towards cleaner energy may incur higher costs for end 207 
consumers creating a field of tension with the political and regulatory pressure for 208 
lower costs and higher operating efficiency. Innovative solutions will be developed to 209 
reduce such tensions by eventually reducing the cost of clean energy.  210 

4.  R&D will be facilitated on a European basis: Europe has an outstanding 211 
opportunity to exploit synergies by working towards a unified vision of the energy 212 

                                                
5 Communication :Energy Roadmap 2050, 15.12.2011 http://eur-

lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2011:0885:FIN:EN:PDF   
6 https://www.entsoe.eu/news/announcements/newssingleview/article/e-highway2050-project-selected-for-

co-financing-by-the-ec/ 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2011:0885:FIN:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2011:0885:FIN:EN:PDF
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 matrix. By collaborating on R&D and sharing resources, innovative solutions will be 213 

found and operations optimized, thus stimulating investments. 214 

5. Evolution towards the smart grid: As the existing infrastructure evolves towards the 215 
smart grid, there will be new opportunities for transmission systems and power 216 
generation. By exploiting innovative monitoring and control technologies, the smart 217 
grid will ease the assimilation of distributed energy sources and allow consumers to 218 
participate directly in energy management. 219 

2.1 KEY DRIVERS OF GRID MODERNIZATION 220 

Europe's new electricity paradigm is being driven by three main factors: EU energy policy 221 
deriving from the EU’s so-called 20-20-20 objectives and the recently adopted EU Energy 222 
Roadmap 2050, the IEM which is to be completed with a target date of 2014 as defined by 223 
the EU Council in February 2012 and the deployment and implementation of the smart grids. 224 

2.1.1 EUROPEAN ENERGY POLICIES: ENERGY 2020 AND ROADMAP 2050 225 

The Energy 20207 strategy sets targets to be reached by 20208. A report of the Joint 226 
Research Centre (JRC) on Technical Assessment of the Renewable Energy Action Plans 227 
published in 2011 indicates that RES are to provide up to 34%9 of electricity and will go well 228 
beyond that level by 2035. Furthermore, the Energy Roadmap 2050 contemplates a 229 
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of 80-95% below 1990 levels. 230 

These requirements present a significant challenge for controlling and operating the 231 
pan-European transmission grid. Since most of power generated from RES is inherently 232 
variable and difficult to predict accurately, energy storage and market simulation models will 233 
be required to manage demand response. Coping with variable generation issues also 234 
requires a new market design that enhances cross-border exchanges close to real time and 235 
allows reserve capacities to be monitored and operated at the pan-European level. 236 
Moreover, since the significant changes of the power system (for instance increase of volatile 237 
RES, long distances) drive the transmission grids closer to their physical limits. Hence new 238 
challenges for the operation and control of the power system occur. Under some 239 
circumstances power might have to be supplied under downgraded conditions (in terms of 240 
voltage and frequency) to circumnavigate major blackouts.  241 

To achieve these energy and climate objectives, tremendous structural changes will 242 
be needed in both transmission and power generation. For this reason R&D efforts must 243 
be stepped up enormously to find the innovative solutions Europe urgently requires. At the 244 
moment, policy makers are mainly focused on integrating RES and improving energy 245 
efficiency, but in many cases they overlook the needs of the transmission network itself and, 246 
in particular, the needs of TSO R&D. This perception must be changed in order to confront 247 

                                                
7 Energy 2020 A strategy for competitive, sustainable and secure energy,   
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2010:0639:FIN:EN:PDF 
8 • A reduction in EU greenhouse gas emissions of at least 20% below 1990 levels  

• 20% of EU energy consumption to come from renewable resources  
• A 20% reduction in primary energy use compared with projected levels; to be achieved by improving 

energy efficiency. 
9 JRC, Technical Assessment of the Renewable Energy Action Plans, 2011 
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/jrc/downloads/jrc_reference_report_2011_reap.pdf 
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 these new challenges. As identified by its ten-year network development plans (TYNDPs)10, 248 
TSOs are already developing transmission infrastructure for the next decade. However, R&D 249 
is urgently needed to develop solutions with a perspective beyond this 10-year window. 250 

2.1.2 INTERNAL ELECTRICITY MARKET 251 

By 2014, the completion of the Internal Electricity Market11 will allow market 252 
participants to manage more efficiently their production and consumption decisions at 253 
pan-European level. In fact, wholesale markets will be integrated across borders and will 254 
function better. Once the IEM is in place and electricity producers and consumers will be 255 
contributing in maintaining the energy balance at pan-European level, a market framework 256 
will be established that fosters investment in new and more flexible means of power 257 
generation and of demand response. 258 

The potential of power blackouts and investor hesitation can carry significant political 259 
ramifications. Governments may feel compelled to intervene in order to prevent market 260 
failure. Naturally, such as failure would repel investors as would other factors such as 261 
regulated pricing that fails to cover costs, inefficient subsidies for particular types of 262 
generation and fears that politicians and regulators might impede higher tariffs required to 263 
recover capital costs. 264 

Europe-wide integration of these markets will require fundamental roles of TSOs (e.g., in 265 
day-ahead and intraday market operations) and some aspects may even be solely managed 266 
by TSOs (e.g., capacity calculation and balancing markets). 267 

ENTSO-E and its TSO members have already walked the first of many miles along the 268 
road to an Internal European Market for electricity. Cross-border trading has been 269 
constantly increasing also thanks to market integration project promoted by TSOs. For 270 
instance, the Capacity Allocation and Congestion Management and other Network Codes 271 
currently being developed by ENTSO-E will give a decisive contribution to the completion of 272 
the IEM. . A highly developed infrastructure has already been implemented that allows 273 
electricity to be transported seamlessly across Europe in the greatest synchronous machine 274 
ever built. However, R&D is needed to develop large-scale market simulation tools involving 275 
renewables, demand-side response and storage systems to understand complex market 276 
interactions. 277 

2.1.3 IMPLEMENTING THE SMART GRID 278 

As our existing transmission systems – some of it decades old – continue to age, many 279 
sections will be increasingly challenged by rises in demand and energy source volatility 280 
together with the need for security of supply and high efficiency12. The increasing integration 281 
of variable energy sources together with variable loads such as electric vehicles will demand 282 
a highly flexible system in terms of operations and management. Inevitably, much of the 283 
existing infrastructure will have to be replaced or modernized. However, it is important to 284 
ensure that our new transmission system is innovative and smart. 285 

                                                
10 https://www.entsoe.eu/resources/consultations/archive/tyndp/ 
11 http://register.consilium.europa.eu/pdf/en/11/st00/st00002-re01.en11.pdf 
12 IEA Technology Roadmap: Smart Grids, 2011 
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 What is the smart grid? The smart grid sustains the supply of energy while exploiting all of 286 
the available resources in such a way that the benefit for society can be maximized. It is 287 
essentially an upgraded electricity network characterized by high flexibility and adaptability. 288 
This is made possible through network digitalization, such as two-way digital communications 289 
between the supplier and consumer, intelligent metering and monitoring systems13. 290 

Smart grid is central to ENTSO-E’s vision for the European transmission system. 291 
Although sometimes misconstrued as being more relevant for distribution than transmission, 292 
the smart grid will be impossible without the involvement of TSOs. The smart grid will enable 293 
TSOs to monitor its assets and react in a smart way, and how loads react to price signals as 294 
a consequence of variable inputs from RES. TSOs are responsible for building new lines in 295 
response to market needs and thus enabling demand response to bid on Europe-wide 296 
intraday and balancing markets. 297 

Implementing the smart grid involves designing, planning, building, operating and 298 
maintaining the electricity grid of the future. It must fulfill European objectives for 2020 299 
and beyond without compromising cost, quality, security or safety14. This entails deploying 300 
new technologies and optimizing the grid infrastructure to include RES. The key challenges 301 
facing TSOs are integrating new sources of energy and ensuring interoperability. TSOs must 302 
also implement smarter planning methods and operating methods, and market design as 303 
outlined by EEGI and this R&D Roadmap. 304 

2.2 INTERACTION WITH OTHER EUROPEAN MANDATES 305 

This Roadmap is complementary to the European Network Codes (NC) and the Ten-306 
Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP). While TYNDPs concentrate on hardware 307 
issues (technologies and system solutions) and NCs on “software” (rule adaptations), this 308 
Roadmap encompasses hardware as well as “software” issues over a 20-year window. 309 
TYNDPs discuss technology that is currently available and mature. The NCs foster 310 
harmonization and adoption of best practices in a pan-European perspective. Taken 311 
together, these mandates each have an important contribution on the way to reaching 312 
Europe’s energy policy goals. 313 

                                                
13 Grid+ project, SRA 2035 
14 CEER http://www.energy-regulators.eu/portal/page/portal/EER_HOME 
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 314 

Figure 1: R&D Roadmap in relation to other ENTSO-E mandates 315 

316 
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3  OUR VISION FOR R&D 317 

New technologies and energy sources will evolve more quickly than it is possible to 318 
implement the pan-European grid. By enabling the members of ENTSO-E to perform and 319 
collaborate on key R&D in advance, they will be able to implement a future-oriented 320 
infrastructure for all of Europe. Since electricity will increasingly originate from local and 321 
small-scale RES generation, there is a need for a strong pan-European transmission 322 
backbone to link (large) generation and demand centers. 323 

A business-as-usual approach is not an option. Merely continuing the present planning 324 
and operating methods will endanger security of supply and incur excessive costs. TSOs 325 
must develop optimized delivery methods that encompass energy demands across Europe 326 
and not limited to local areas. R&D must also be performed on new transmission and storage 327 
technologies, and bi-directional digital communications. This will allow better operation, 328 
planning, monitoring, controlling and interoperability of transmission networks, as well as the 329 
need for standardization. 330 

All members of ENTSO-E share a common vision for tackling the aforementioned 331 
challenges. This entails becoming and remaining the focal point for all European technical, 332 
market and policy issues relating to TSOs and interfacing with power system users, EU 333 
institutions, regulators and national governments. 334 

All of these considerations translate into three strategic R&D goals for the next 20 years: 335 

1 To lay the technological groundwork for the future transmission system 336 

2 To integrate RES into the market while ensuring sustainability and security of supply 337 

3 To foster joint R&D and knowledge-sharing between TSOs so that funding programs can 338 
be formulated. 339 

 340 

Figure 2: Strategic goals of the R&D Roadmap 341 
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 3.1 SIX R&D ROADMAP TARGETS FOR 2050 342 

The ENTSO-E committees have utilized both bottom-up and top-down approaches to define 343 
six Roadmap targets for 2050: 344 

1 To facilitate development of pan-European grid architecture that fulfils the low-carbon 345 
requirements of Energy Roadmap 2050 and enables effective power delivery throughout 346 
Europe. 347 

2 To demonstrate, understand and appraise the impact and potential benefits of state-of-348 
the-art power technologies and offshore solutions  349 

3 To design and validate novel ICT-based methodologies for network operation that meet 350 
today’s and tomorrow’s reliability targets 351 

4 To develop the market designs for the IEM that are most beneficial for system operators, 352 
market participants and consumers 353 

5 To determine and develop an optimal asset management strategy for equipment on a 354 
cost-effectiveness basis 355 

6 To strengthen collaborations between TSOs and DSOs in their efforts to integrate 356 
distributed energy resources 357 

3.2 INNOVATION CLUSTERS 358 

Based on the six R&D Roadmap targets for 2050, ENTSO-E has formulated the following six 359 
Innovation Clusters15 that focus on specific activities while still retaining links to the other 360 
clusters. These Innovation Clusters allow TSOs to collaborate on R&D with industry and 361 
research institutes in establishing a common knowledge base that can be accessed by all 362 
stakeholders. By preventing similar work from being duplicated by various TSOs, the 363 
Innovation Clusters are extremely cost-effective. Furthermore, they take advantage of the 364 
many synergies within Europe. 365 

Cluster 1: Grid architecture 366 
This cluster is to provide a set of validated methods for developing network infrastructure that 367 
can host massive amounts of renewable energy sources and growth in demand with 368 
acceptable network investments and operating costs beyond 2020. It is of utmost importance 369 
to develop coordinated pan-European planning to cope with the multiple dimensions of these 370 
tasks. Furthermore, technology and construction criteria must be defined for new grid 371 
sections and risks of making wrong decisions and investments must be reduced. 372 

Cluster 2: Power technologies 373 
This cluster is to address the affordability and technical performance of components of 374 
emerging technologies that can significantly improve the operations of the interconnected 375 
transmission systems, thereby reducing the extra costs that arise from the management of 376 
variable power generation and volatility of demand inherent in renewable sources and 377 
demand management. 378 

                                                
15 Detailed descriptions of the clusters and their functional objectives are given in Annex A. 
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 Cluster 3: Network operation 379 
This cluster is to study ways of operating transmission systems that maintain high security of 380 
supply at reasonable costs. All TSOs have embraced and implemented a risk-based 381 
approach for making real-time and short-term decisions that affect both the security of supply 382 
and the functioning of the market. 383 

Cluster 4: Market designs 384 
This cluster is to study the ways and means to facilitate interactions between the European 385 
electricity markets and the pan-European grid. The aim is to achieve a more efficient and 386 
integrated market by optimizing the energy mix at the pan-European level while ensuring 387 
security of supply. Possible reviews of market designs must be analyzed in order to ensure 388 
that they can facilitate the integration of the increasing share of variability of renewable 389 
energy generation, as well of with demand-side management and storage. 390 

Cluster 5: Asset management 391 
This cluster is to find the most beneficial asset management strategy on a cost-effectiveness 392 
basis (“value for money”). New methods of performing cost/benefit analyses at the power 393 
system level must be developed that utilize advanced measurements of power system 394 
health. Better knowledge of the constraints faced by network components gained using ICT 395 
would help to optimize maintenance and replacement strategies in a grid where new and old 396 
assets coexist. 397 

Cluster 6: Joint TSO/DSO R&D activities 398 
This cluster is to evaluate the smart grid initiatives by DSOs and their possible utilization for 399 
supporting the transmission grid with regulation and ancillary services provided at the 400 
interface with the distribution system. 401 

 402 

Figure 3:  six clusters of the R&D Roadmap 403 
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 3.3 ELEVEN R&D ROADMAP MILESTONES 404 

ENTSO-E has identified eleven crucial milestones on the path towards Europe’s clean 405 
energy destinations. The sequence of these milestones and their relationships to the various 406 
clusters is shown in Figure 4. 407 

 408 

Figure 4: Eleven milestones of R&D Roadmap 409 

 410 

1 Integration of advanced power technologies: Through development and demonstration, 411 
novel power technologies are introduced that increase the observability, controllability 412 
and flexibility of the power grid. 413 

2 Optimal asset management: New approaches are developed and demonstrated for 414 
upgrading and enhancing technologies alongside conventional ones. 415 

3 New market incentives and mechanisms: Regulatory mechanisms are implemented for 416 
an efficient pan-European electricity market with highly variable generation and 417 
consumption. Market incentives are introduced that help innovative technologies 418 
become competitive in the long run. 419 

4 Active distribution grid: In coordination with TSOs, DSOs help to integrate distributed 420 
energy resources into the energy and balancing markets. New business models and 421 
market participants (e.g., aggregators) are set in place to increase predictability, 422 
observability and controllability of DER. 423 

5 New system services and market designs: Grid services will be adapted to handle large 424 
amounts of variable generation from DER. New rules are developed and demonstrated 425 
for the energy, capacity and balancing markets. These services are provided by different 426 
actors connected at various levels of the power grid. 427 
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 6 New operating practices: New operating practices are introduced to cope with variable 428 

generation and consumption. This will leverage the costs of maintaining security of 429 
supply against the gains for society. 430 

7 New grid architecture: New methods and tools are developed to evaluate different grid 431 
expansion options that can cope with high variability in generation and demand. 432 

8 New network operation and planning: New methods and tools are implemented that help 433 
system planners and operators to maintain security of supply over different time frames 434 
(long-term to real-time). New training tools are introduced that enable grid operators to 435 
coordinate response to market events. 436 

9 Integrated grid expansion and maintenance: An integrated approach is established for 437 
Europe that allows the grid to be seamlessly expanded and maintained using old and 438 
new technologies. Technical and economical efficiency constraints are both taken into 439 
account. 440 

10 Integrated electricity market: An integrated electricity market is established for Europe 441 
that allows power and balancing services to be traded efficiently across borders. 442 

11 Coordinated network operation and planning: Planning, operation and maintenance of 443 
pan-European grid is performed according to joint European interests (electricity 444 
highways, off-shore grid). 445 

446 
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4 R&D IMPACTS AND BENEFITS FOR EUROPE 447 

This R&D Roadmap will have impacts and benefits for TSOs but also for all 448 
stakeholders and for society at large. By anticipating and preparing for upcoming 449 
challenges, this Roadmap will bring the European vision of sustainable energy to fruition. 450 
The European energy market will build on its strong transmission backbone and continue to 451 
maintain security of supply while freeing the electricity market. Furthermore, synergistic 452 
effects can be exploited to great advantage in Europe to reduce costs and maximize results. 453 
Finally, this Roadmap will allow European manufacturers and ICT providers to develop new 454 
innovations and bring them to market. Cooperation with research partners will create new 455 
opportunities and allow ENTSO-E to further refine this Roadmap over the next years. 456 

 457 

Figure 5: Overview of R&D benefits and impacts 458 

 459 

4.1 SUSTAINABLE ENERGY 460 

To achieve European climate and decarbonization targets, substantial volumes of 461 
energy must be generated from sustainable sources such as wind and solar energy. 462 
One of the challenges here is low acceptance of new transmission assets. For instance, 463 
significant onshore infrastructure will have to be implemented to connect RES from large 464 
wind farms or solar plants. Furthermore, massive offshore infrastructure must be constructed 465 
in order to harvest wind and ocean energy. The benefits of achieving sustainable energy and 466 
decreasing Europe’s carbon footprint must be leveraged against these impacts. 467 
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 Coordinated R&D by European TSOs will facilitate the deployment of RES while 468 
keeping capital and operating expenditures under control. Once RES become more 469 
effectively integrated into the power grid, it will be possible to assess their actual costs and 470 
move towards market-based deployment. European R&D will also promote scaling-up and 471 
replication of best practices (planning, market, operation) and a more efficient energy market, 472 
thus maximizing social welfare in Europe. 473 

What are the benefits for European society? End users will receive sustainable energy 474 
gained using the innovative new power technologies and grid infrastructures discussed in 475 
this R&D Roadmap. 476 

4.2 SECURITY OF SUPPLY AND MARKET COMPETITION 477 

Green energy must remain affordable with high security of supply so that the 478 
European economy can continue to grow. However, electricity markets strive towards 479 
optimization and may tend to push a system closer and closer to its limits. Since most of 480 
RES are intrinsically volatile, it is challenging to integrate them into an ageing grid 481 
infrastructure. These challenges must be counteracted through R&D efforts to devise a new 482 
grid infrastructure that maintains security of supply and opens the electricity market to 483 
competition. 484 

Without R&D, investments in the transmission system will be unnecessarily expensive 485 
or misaligned with existing assets. Furthermore, budget and time pressures would force 486 
European TSOs to work independently and inefficiently on small-scale projects that would 487 
not likely be compatible with other TSOs. Collaborative R&D will lead to smart and innovative 488 
solutions that benefit Europe as a whole. European customers will receive affordable yet 489 
secure electricity as well as flexible services through innovative market design and cost-490 
effective implementation of the smart grid as foreseen by this R&D Roadmap. 491 

4.3 TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP AND WORKFORCE 492 

R&D will allow European TSOs to progressively identify their needs for new 493 
functionality and technology in a more coordinated fashion. It will also encourage 494 
manufacturers to come up with solutions that are suitable for the entire pan-European grid. 495 
Moreover, collaborations with producers of power generation equipment, smart building 496 
technology and electric vehicles will promote cutting-edge solutions for the global 497 
marketplace. 498 

Since knowledge will be shared openly between TSOs, research institutes and 499 
manufacturers, new innovations will be accelerated (annex B). The quality of the 500 
resulting solutions can be kept at a high level by strictly enforcing timely delivery and 501 
reproducibility. Manufacturers with proprietary solutions for load and generation equipment 502 
will appreciate the feedback from TSOs so that their solutions can be further optimized. A 503 
competitive marketplace for solutions will also keep costs for hardware and software 504 
solutions in check.  505 

This R&D Roadmap will promote interoperability between manufacturers’ solutions. 506 
Furthermore, ongoing standardization activities will benefit from the R&D clusters and large-507 
scale demonstrations. 508 
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 What are the benefits for European society? European universities and other academic 509 
institutions will have opportunities to develop new programs for students. The changing 510 
expertise and skillset required to run tomorrow's grids will attract, develop and retain a 511 
talented workforce at European TSOs. By establishing world leadership in power technology, 512 
the European power manufacturing industry will be able to attract a global client base. 513 

4.4 EXPLOITING EUROPEAN SYNERGIES 514 

Even though each TSO is in charge of its own operating area, it is nonetheless 515 
strongly interconnected to neighboring systems on the pan-European electricity grid. 516 
Hence, a problem or disturbance in one operating area can carry significant consequences 517 
for other parts of Europe. This is one very important reason for coordinating cross-border 518 
activities at the European level. 519 

R&D collaborations between European TSOs and other research partners will 520 
generate enormous synergies. When TSOs are able to speak with ‘one voice’, research 521 
partners are encouraged to explore solutions that are appropriate for all of Europe. Europe-522 
wide project coordination will also prevent redundant R&D and therefore optimize spending. 523 
By cooperating on research, TSOs can pool their resources and hence share investment 524 
costs and risks. 525 

Demonstration of new technologies is the key to maintaining and developing the 526 
power grid of the future. This allows ideas to be rapidly disseminated throughout Europe so 527 
that the best technologies and solutions can emerge and gain acceptance. It also promotes 528 
Europe-wide harmonization and standardization efforts, which benefit TSOs and 529 
manufacturers alike. By reinforcing collaborations with DSOs and generation companies, grid 530 
operations and planning can be optimized by developing systematic R&D solutions. 531 

What are the benefits for European society? The synergies generated by pan-European 532 
cooperation will lead to lower costs and improved services for electricity supply in all TSO 533 
control areas and even out disparity. The joint pursuit of common goals will serve to 534 
strengthen ties between European member states. 535 

536 
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5 INVESTMENTS AND RESOURCES 537 

The European energy reforms of the past decade have encouraged TSOs to adopt a 538 
business model oriented on reducing capital and operating expenditures. In turn this 539 
has reduced incentives for network investment and innovation. TSOs are, nonetheless, fully 540 
aware of the need for progress in order to reach the 20-20-20 energy objectives and beyond. 541 
At many TSOs however, R&D is insufficiently funded or simply not performed at all. 542 

As regulated companies, TSOs have limited access to the financial benefits of 543 
technological innovation. The lack of explicit regulations means that R&D expenses are 544 
often treated as any other operating expense. In fact, the drive towards increasing cost-545 
effectiveness tends to reduce R&D allotments on a yearly basis. 546 

The result is that many European TSOs do not have sufficient funding and resources 547 
for R&D. The R&D required to construct the pan-European grid of tomorrow is chronically 548 
underfunded. What is needed is fair compensation for the services provided to the system, 549 
including innovation. Commensurate financial compensation for R&D must be implemented 550 
through appropriate regulatory frameworks (energy tariffs, national and European research 551 
funds). 552 

5.1 INVESTMENTS 553 

For R&D to be effective, resources must be invested in capital goods and workforce. It 554 
will not be possible to meet the ambitious energy and climate targets without massive 555 
integration of renewable resources and smart grid implementation. Furthermore, aging and 556 
inflexible transmission systems must be modernized and new methodologies must be 557 
established. 558 

TSOs are aware of the central role that transmission grids will play in Europe’s 559 
evolution towards low-carbon energy. They are fully committed to developing the smart 560 
grid of tomorrow that meets the needs of all grid users. Once R&D receives sufficient 561 
funding, solutions can be found for an infrastructure of the future that is secure, smart and 562 
cost-efficient. 563 

This Roadmap provides comprehensive details on the R&D activities required to 564 
address the challenges of a rapidly shifting energy paradigm. It contains information on 565 
the various R&D tasks and also adds a new R&D cluster for asset management. Hence, the 566 
budget calculated by this R&D Roadmap exceeds the previous R&D Plan. The table below 567 
summarizes the predicted costs per cluster activity, with a total budget of € 1005 million 568 
(Table 5.1). 569 

The investments required for R&D are modest when put into relation with investments 570 
required in other sector and when compared with the potential benefits. The impact 571 
and benefits of effective R&D work will be enormous over the long term. Compared to 572 
the infrastructure investments of € 104 billion16 as estimated in the Ten-Year Network 573 

                                                
16 The ENTSO-E Ten-Year Network Development Plan 2012 – 2022 
https://www.entsoe.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/_library/SDC/TYNDP/2012/120705_TYNDP_2012_report_

FINAL.pdf 
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 Development Plan, investments in R&D are quite small – in fact, below 1%. This is much 574 
smaller than the € 1 trillion to be invested in the energy system from 2010 to 2020 as 575 
stipulated by the European Commission17. R&D is a way to curb the risk of failures in energy 576 
policies and infrastructure investment. 577 

Table 5.1 Estimated R&D investments per cluster activity18 578 

 579 

5.2 FINANCING STRATEGIES 580 

To foster investments in innovation, this R&D Roadmap proposes unambiguous 581 
strategies for financing R&D for the immediate future and over the long term. Once 582 
harmonized at the European level, R&D funding will also foster collaboration between TSOs.  583 

5.2.1 COVERAGE THROUGH ELECTRICITY TARIFFS 584 

As companies, TSOs are unique because they are partners not competitors. Since they do 585 
not compete for the same customer base, they should be actively encouraged to seek out 586 
synergies while tackling similar issues. To this aim, the Agency for the Cooperation of 587 
European Regulators (ACER) could play a decisive role in promoting appropriate pan-588 
European remuneration mechanisms. Good examples of regulatory frameworks that provide 589 
R&D incentives can be found in the UK, Italy, Finland and Denmark19. 590 

                                                
17 EC Communication 2010: "Energy infrastructure priorities for 2020 and beyond: A blueprint for an 

integrated European Energy network." 17/11/2010, COM(2010) 617 
18 The R&D estimation per cluster is a sum of estimated expenses to achieve and fulfil defined tasks of its 

associated functional objectives (defined in Annex A). The estimated expenses are extrapolated from the 
outcomes and expenses of finished and ongoing projects, i.e. how many projects can cover one functional 
objective or cluster. This is also check via yearly monitoring R&D activities 
(https://www.entsoe.eu/rd/monitoring-of-the-rd-achievement/). 

19 National Grid (UK) has received 0.5% of regulated transmission turnover since April 2007 (e.g., £6.2 
million for electricity in 2009/10) from the Innovation Funding Incentive. 80% is covered by Ofgem and 
20% from National Grid. The Low Carbon Network Fund (LCNF) is a new framework that contributes £500 
million over a 5-year period.  
In Italy, an incentive regulation mechanism has been recently established for demonstrating the 
capabilities of the smart grid (mainly distribution-oriented).  

C1 Grid architecture 70

C2 Power technologies 350

C3 Network operation 125

C4 Market designs 75

C5 Asset management 135

C6 Joint TSO/DSO R&D activities 250

1005Total

Cluster Name R&D Investment in million Euro
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 Whereas tariff schemes in most European countries currently include a small 591 
component dedicated to recovering R&D costs, this is, apart from a few exceptions, 592 
far from being sufficient to deal with the challenges ahead, even all TSOs together. 593 
There are two main reasons for incentivizing TSOs to do more research. Firstly, R&D is a 594 
risky investment by nature. Whereas other industries expect to recoup their R&D investment 595 
through selling new products – and possibly beating competition – TSOs cannot easily do 596 
that. Secondly, more experts are needed to innovate on top of dealing with all present 597 
technological issues, and developing experts takes time because both theoretical and 598 
practical skills and competences are needed.  599 

The Third Internal Energy Market Package stipulates that tariffs should include a component 600 
that provides TSOs with sufficient incentive to perform R&D20. 601 

5.2.2 CURRENT AND PLANNED FUNDING SCHEMES 602 

The EU supports investments in TSO R&D that boost innovation, economic growth 603 
and job creation. This fact is reflected by EU R&D budget increases following each of the 604 
framework programs (FP1–FP7) and significant increases are planned for Horizon 2020. The 605 
Energy Roadmap 2050 also emphasizes that higher public and private investments in R&D 606 
and technological innovation are crucial to accelerating the implementation and 607 
commercialization of low-carbon solutions. Furthermore, Europe is contemplating spending 608 
3% of its GDP on R&D21. 609 

R&D expenses incurred prior to deployment are partly covered by the EEGI but the cost of 610 
full-scale deployments on European networks is not. Since new tariff schemes are not 611 
expected for the majority of Member States in the medium term and possible not until after 612 
2014, a significant share of public funding will still be needed to cover investments on priority 613 
R&D projects. For this reason, the proposed funding scheme is divided into two phases: 614 

Phase 1: until 2014 615 
Significant new incentives are not expected to be achieved through energy tariffs; substantial 616 
funding must be requested from European and national authorities and will likely be based 617 
largely on existing funding schemes. Priority projects must be identified and launched in this 618 
period. Therefore, projects with high and fast expected benefits for system efficiency and 619 
security should be promoted in order to reach the 20-20-20 objectives. 620 

 621 

                                                                                                                                                   
In Denmark, a regulatory framework is in place that R&D costs are mandatory by law and is funded with a 
special PSO tariff (Public Service Obligation). 
The Finnish Energy Market Authority (EMA) is planning to add a new innovation incentive in the next 
regulatory period. This will encourage the TSO to promote innovative technical and functional solutions. A 
maximum 1% of the reasonable return from the TSO will be treated as reasonable R&D expenditures in 
calculating the actual adjusted profit. 

20 ENTSO-E position paper: “A new regulatory framework for TSO R&D in ENTSO-E countries”, June 
2011  

21 In March 2000, at the Lisbon European Council, Heads of State and Government set the Union the goal 
of becoming "the most competitive and dynamic knowledgebased economy in the world, capable of 
sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion" 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/era/pdf/com3percent_en.pdf  

http://ec.europa.eu/research/era/pdf/com3percent_en.pdf
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 Phase 2: after 2014 622 
New mechanisms will be introduced such as tariff schemes that complement European and 623 
national funding. Public funds will be increasingly redirected to accelerate the development of 624 
innovative technology. The use of key performance indicators (KPIs) and a governance 625 
framework (annex B) will help to reach the Roadmap destinations. KPIs are necessary to 626 
monitor the status of activities defined in the Roadmap while the governance framework 627 
defines and monitors effective processes for TSOs and other stakeholders in coordinating 628 
the R&D and its achievements. 629 

5.3 COLLABORATIVE R&D 630 

 631 
Figure 6: Collaborative R&D to maximize impacts (benefits), share investments and 632 
avoid duplication 633 

 634 

No single TSO alone will be able to conquer the many challenges facing the electricity 635 
industry. Instead, TSOs must work together and collaborate with universities, research 636 
institutes, DSOs, generation companies, consumers and industrial manufacturers to 637 
succeed. Through close cooperation and cost-sharing, Europe’s TSOs will be able to achieve 638 
their lofty R&D goals and maximize their results. 639 

Full-scale demonstrations of R&D projects must be coordinated at the European level. 640 
This will drastically reduce demonstration costs and stimulate further R&D. For this reason, 641 
implementation of this R&D Roadmap requires enhanced collaboration between European 642 
TSOs that goes beyond what is already performed within EU-supported research projects. 643 
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 When it comes to planning and budgeting for R&D, TSOs share many interests with 644 
European policymakers. It is to their joint advantage to maintain a diverse energy mix and 645 
increase the cost-effectiveness and strategic value of R&D. Both are in service of the 646 
peoples of Europe who in turn expect their power to be safe, secure, affordable – and green. 647 
Furthermore, European policymakers and TSOs alike are looking to exploit their innovations 648 
on the world markets. These shared interests and objectives should encourage joint 649 
planning, prioritizing, and resource management. 650 

651 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 652 

The overarching objective of this Roadmap is to assert the urgency of enabling European 653 
TSOs to perform R&D and arrive at innovative solutions for the many challenges they 654 
currently face. In order to achieve the European climate energy objectives defined through 655 
the “20-20-20” targets and the EU Energy Roadmap 2050 and to meet the new requirements 656 
of the Internal Electricity Market by 2014, Europe’s TSOs must be ahead of the game – and 657 
this underscores the necessity of timely R&D. TSOs are aware of the central role they play 658 
and the need to accelerate the technological evolution process. 659 

Now that the paradigm shift in electricity is already underway, a business-as-usual approach 660 
is simply not an option. European TSOs must now address energy demands from all of 661 
Europe – they are no longer limited to the needs of their local control areas. Thus, new 662 
planning, market and regulatory concepts are required to maintain efficiency, cost-663 
effectiveness and security of supply. R&D is also required to develop new energy 664 
transmission and storage technologies and enable bi-directional digital communications 665 
throughout the pan-European grid. Implementation of smart grid technology will allow better 666 
planning, monitoring, controlling and interoperability of transmission systems. 667 

Current estimates indicate that even though estimated R&D investments are quite modest, 668 
their impact and benefits will be enormous for market players, TSOs and European society. 669 
In return, these investments will yield cost-effective, innovative solutions that provide high-670 
quality services to grid users at a low price. Collaborations between European TSOs will 671 
prevent redundant R&D from being performed while also ensuring optimum allocation of 672 
funds. By allowing TSOs to work together and bring their collective expertise to the table, 673 
enormous synergies will be unleashed in Europe. 674 

European TSOs are regulated companies and as such they have restricted access to the 675 
benefits of technological innovation. In fact, recent European energy reforms have forced 676 
TSOs to reduce capital and operating expenditures. Since lack of explicit regulations means 677 
that R&D expenses are often treated as operating expenditures, this effectively eliminates 678 
incentives for network investment and innovation. Therefore, it is vital to implement 679 
commensurate financial compensation for R&D through regulatory frameworks (tariffs, 680 
national and European research funds). 681 

When planning and budgeting for R&D, TSOs share many interests with policymakers, with a 682 
diverse energy mix as well as increase the cost-effectiveness and strategic value of R&D. By 683 
implementing this R&D Roadmap together with the Innovation Clusters and Functional 684 
Objectives described herein, Europe will gain an electricity system that is low-carbon, cost-685 
effective and reliable. 686 

687 
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ANNEX A DESCRIPTION OF CLUSTERS AND FUNCTIONAL 688 

OBJECTIVES22 689 

A.1 CLUSTER 1: GRID ARCHITECTURE 690 

 691 

 692 

A.1.1 CONTEXT 693 

Over the past DECADES, the European transmission system has been evolving towards a 694 
vertical structure with generation units feeding into the transmission grid, which in turn 695 
interfaces with the distribution system that supplies consumers. Cross-border 696 
interconnections were established to support the security of supply and long-term electricity 697 
trade between neighboring countries and control areas.  698 

European policy has focused on decarbonizing the energy system, integrating massive 699 
amounts of RES and establishing a single electricity market. To achieve this vision, 700 
enormous investments will be required for the pan-European transmission grid. The TYNDP 701 
2012 estimates that €104 billion will be required to build and refurbish the infrastructure 702 
required to host 250 GW of new generation capacity. This is equivalent to 25% of the current 703 
generation total and will mainly originate from both onshore and offshore RES in the coming 704 
decade.23  705 

Not only existing networks require optimization, novel and innovative planning methods are 706 
also required for the European network to implement high capacity corridors and smartly 707 
integrate advanced technologies such as HVDC, FACTS, storage systems and more.  708 

Other key tasks include developing the network to minimize environmental impact, improving 709 
energy efficiency and winning public acceptance of the new infrastructure. One further issue 710 
is the lack of an investment framework due to varying regulatory constraints in the different 711 
member states, an issue that must be resolved so that work on new transmission lines and 712 
infrastructure can be accelerated. This is closely related to market development and will be 713 
discussed in more detail in Cluster 4. 714 
                                                

22 The “Functional Projects” in previous R&D Plans have been renamed herein as “Functional Objectives”. 
This became necessary in order to clearly differentiate between the high-level R&D strategy – research 
clusters and associated strategic research – and the specific R&D projects described in the R&D 
Implementation Plan. 

 
23  TYNDP 2012, www.entsoe.eu 

INFRASTRUCTURE 
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 Cluster 1 mainly focuses on how to overcome these challenges. Innovation and R&D are 715 
needed to develop efficient methods of enabling optimal investments and guaranteeing that 716 
projects are implemented in a timely and economically sound manner. 717 

A.1.2 OBJECTIVES 718 

A1.2.1 BARRIERS AND GAPS 719 

In confronting the challenge of establishing the new pan-European grid infrastructure, the 720 
following barriers and gaps have been identified in the present pan-European network. 721 

Barriers impeding innovation Knowledge gaps 

So far national regulatory schemes, energy 
mixes and selection criteria serve the 
construction of long term scenarios at the 
member state level. These scenarios are 
then patched together in a bottom-up 
approach in an attempt to maintain 
coherency at the pan-European level. A top-
down approach must be designed and 
adopted to support long-term planning goals. 

Currently there is no common framework 
for a pan-European planning methodology. 
The European energy policy presents a 
crucial challenge to the extra-high voltage 
(EHV) grid. Common criteria must be 
agreed upon for developing the 
methodology and building up the human 
resources needed for software 
development. 

 

Enabling infrastructures to balance and 
optimize the existing power systems while 
overcoming potential geographical barriers 
that impede network development. 

The need to assess new technologies that 
can determine optimal implementation 
plans while also optimizing the existing 
infrastructure. This will be an evolutionary 
process.  

To overcome the current public opposition to 
new construction of assets while minimizing 
their environmental impacts. 

Social studies must be performed, 
assessed and scaled up so that new 
approaches can be developed that 
accelerate the construction of new 
infrastructure. 

Currently grids are built with known and 
proven technology. To meet the future 
challenges there is a need to develop the 
next generation grid architectures. 

Assess the use of new materials and 
address logistic issues for faster 
building/refurbishment of towers, 
conductors, anti-icing surfaces, new 
materials etc. 

It is currently not known which investments 
will be required to deploy the novel 
technologies needed in the infrastructure to 
cope with EU targets. 

Address technological and investment 
focus at European level of infant 
technologies such as off-shore HVDC 
VSC, storage technologies and demand 
response. Address its impact on the pan-
European network and generate 
knowledge for its implementation in future 
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 pan-European scenarios. 

Integration of massive RES will increase 
transmission distances and power generation 
will become more volatile. This will also 
increase stress on existing networks. 

Innovative grid extensions such as 
electricity highways are essential to 
transport power to consumption centers. 

 722 

A1.2.2  OBJECTIVES 723 

The objective of this cluster is to provide a set of validated methods for developing network 724 
infrastructures. The new pan-European grid must host massively expanded RES while 725 
coping with a growth in demand and maintenance costs beyond 2020. This must be 726 
accomplished with an acceptable level of network investment. A pan-European planning 727 
framework must be delivered that establishes new criteria for building electricity infrastructure 728 
while reducing the risks inherent in decision-making and investments. 729 

Specific objectives: 730 

 To develop planning methodology for the pan-European electricity network scenarios 731 
from 2020-2050; this encompasses the new energy mix, new consumers (e.g., 732 
electric vehicles), consumption loads and energy storage. This R&D is to focus on 733 
novel and unconventional technologies under consideration of network cost-benefit 734 
analysis. The base cases for these scenarios are defined in System Outlook and 735 
Adequacy Forecast, TYNDPs24, e-Highway205025, and Energy Roadmap 205026. 736 
Development of new technologies models will be included in the planning simulation 737 
software. 738 

 To develop simulation software that allows TSOs to analyze pan-European grid 739 
expansion scenarios reflecting the goal of Europe’s electricity supply being 740 
decarbonized by 2050; planning of pan-European networks in a joint and consistent 741 
way. 742 

 To assess novel and known technologies for the cross-border connections needed to 743 
cope with EU requirements in a cost-effective manner. 744 

 To evaluate the impact of offshore grids, HVDC networks in operation along with the 745 
existing infrastructure as well as extra- and ultrahigh voltage AC solutions.   746 

 To develop a method of assessing the social and environmental impact of grid 747 
development and recommend a suitable approach for pan-European network 748 
development. 749 

A1.2.3 EXPECTED OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS 750 

Expected outcomes 751 

                                                
24  www.entsoe.eu 
25  e-Highway2050 website when formed 
26  http://ec.europa.eu/energy/energy2020/roadmap/index_en.htm 
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  Validation of planning approaches for the pan-European grid; these will integrate 752 

emerging technologies and support offshore grids. 753 

 Identification of optimal transmission grid architectures able to cope with low-carbon 754 
electricity generation mixes and their pan-European power flows. 755 

 Detailed study of benefits and impacts of deploying the above-mentioned pan-756 
European architectures.  757 

 More integrated and seamless planning approaches for European transmission grids. 758 

Expected impacts 759 

Achieving the above-mentioned objectives will bring about more cost-effective, 760 
environmentally friendly and robust planning methodologies for the pan-European 761 
transmission system, which are able to cope with massive integration of on- and offshore 762 
wind power, solar energy and other RES and DER. 763 

The activities of Cluster 1 will lay the foundations of the future pan-European transmission 764 
grid, which is a prerequisite for implementing the most appropriate and cost-effective 765 
technologies. It will also establish the best conditions for operating and controlling electricity, 766 
and allow for the creation of a single European electricity market.  767 

 768 

A.1.3 STRUCTURE OF CLUSTER 1 769 

The activities in Cluster 1 are divided into 3 different Functional Objectives. 770 

 771 

 772 

Figure 7: Structure of cluster 1: Grid Architecture. 773 

 774 

T1: Defining scenarios 
for pan-European 

network expansion  

T2: Planning 
method for the 

future pan-
European 

Transmission 
System  

T14: Towards 
increasing public 

acceptance of 
transmission 
infrastructure  
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 T1 Definition of scenarios for pan-European network expansion  

Content Challenges: 

The long-term European energy vision (2050) requires a paradigm 
shift that must be assessed at the European level. Uncertainties 
derived from the large amount of RES integration, inclusion of 
DER, new consumption demands, energy storage, and offshore 
generation creates a set of possible scenarios, which in turn will 
lay the foundations for novel infrastructure planning approaches at 
the pan European level. 

Objectives:  

The purpose of developing the simulation methods is to establish 
pan-European grid expansion scenarios in line with the post-2020 
targets. This must reflect the need for Europe’s electricity supply 
to be largely carbon free by 2050. Such scenarios are the basis 
for the system architecture design software developed in T2 and 
will be aligned with the scenarios in the System Outlook and 
Adequacy Forecast27, TYNDPs28, e-Highway205029, and Energy 
Roadmap 205030. 

Scopes:  

The methods are used for long-term planning (from 2020 to 2050) 
taking into account offshore grid development, DSM mechanisms, 
network constraint analysis and the future generation mix. Market 
rules developed in cluster 4 will also be considered. 

Specific tasks: 

- To define pan-European network expansion scenarios; identify 
maximum volume of RES and DER for pan-European network; 
identify investments required to achieve 2050 vision. 

- To provide methods for identifying rates of storage needed at 
European level to develop a sustainable and efficient network. 

- To develop methods for integrating transmission systems with 
growing amounts of RES-based generation from wind and PV 

- To provide offshore grid design: optimization methods for grid 
capacity, technology and topology taking into account wind 
power characteristics, i.e., low capacity factor 

Expected A concise and scientific approach is available to construct 

                                                
27  www.entsoe.eu 
28  www.entsoe.eu 
29  e-Highway2050 website when formed 
30  http://ec.europa.eu/energy/energy2020/roadmap/index_en.htm 
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 outcomes meaningful long term energy scenarios in Europe: it provides 

TSOs and all relevant stakeholders including policy makers with 
clear and reliable long-term goals to implement network 
development plans  

Expected 
impacts 

Enabling of low-carbon economy by preparing investment 
strategies based on clear and trusted energy scenarios 

Pan-European energy scenario construction methodologies will be 
available for all stakeholders 

KPIs Increase integration of RES 

Improve competitiveness in electricity market 

 Main 
contributors 

- TSO 

- Research institutes 

- Industries 

- Energy companies 

Additional 
information 

Typical optimization tools 

Other projects of interest: e-Highway 2050. 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 20 million  

 Timeline  2012–2016 

 775 

 776 

T2: Planning methodology for future pan-European 
transmission system 

Content Challenges:  

New network infrastructures are needed to connect energy 
generation sites involving variable RES and DER with demand 
areas. The pan-European network will have to be developed to 
accommodate the scenarios defined in T1. Top-down planning 
approaches at pan-European level must be developed involving 
a broad spectrum of novel technologies (generation, 
transmission, storage, demand management). 

Objectives: 

The objective is to develop simulation software that can assess 
options of pan-European transmission system infrastructure. It 
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 facilitates system simulations at the pan-European level which 

are capable of comparing several design options based on 
various technical and economic criteria, taking into account 
emerging technologies such as HVDC VSC, multi-terminal and 
vendor-independent HVDC network, PST, FACTS, storage, 
high-capacity conductors, etc.  

Scope: 

This method is used for long- and medium-term planning to 
select the best technology for system development with clearly 
defined energy scenarios including the market rules developed 
in cluster 4. 

Specific tasks: 

− To investigate state-of-the-art of planning software, 
technology portfolios and different regulatory frameworks 

- To define input data requirements and data interfaces (to/from 
cost-benefit simulators, power flow tools etc.), 

- To develop new algorithms and database functions for network 
simulation; enabling the integration of new emerging 
technologies such as HVDC, GIL, FACTS and storage 

- To model embedded HVDC/HVAC grids (both static and 
dynamic) 

− To develop software tools for cost-benefit assessments of 
expansion options and validating impact on grid planning for 
coordinated design of architecture, power flow control devices, 
and other technologies 

- To provide coordinated grid design involving new network 
architectures , power flow control devices, storage and other 
technologies 

- To develop planning software to optimize location, 
coordination, control and integration of technologies within 
existing and future system architecture and operation. 

- To develop long-term planning methods to combine electricity 
market analyses, production capacities (all types including RES) 
and infrastructure in view of strengthening expected weak points 
on the grid 

- Proposal for network investment mechanisms at EU level 

Expected 
outcomes 

TSOs will be able to jointly optimize network development and 
to identify the most cost-effective technologies based on well-
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 accepted  optimization goals and constraints. 

Optimization of grid locations taking into account regulatory 
constraints to support cross-border system development. 

Optimization tools for planning and network development will be 
delivered at European level in order to prepare key investments 
based on economic models typical of future competitive 
electricity markets. 

Network reliability constraints will be taken into consideration 
since each investment in a network will influence the reliability of 
supplied power at the local, regional, national and pan-
European levels. 

Expected 
impacts 

This long-term planning approach will enable manufacturers and 
energy retailers to create provisional development plans. 

Investment signals will be sent to energy generation and load 
centers; this takes into account pan-European network 
investments and power technology constraints. 

KPIs Increase RES connection  

Improvement in competitiveness in the electricity market 

Main 
contributors 

- TSOs  

- Research institutes 

- Technology providers 

Additional 
information 

This functional objective will be established using results 
obtained from other European projects, particularly e-Highway 
2050. 

This FO is highly interdependent with the other clusters (clusters 
2-5) 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 20 million 

Timeline 2014−2022 

 777 

 778 

T14 Towards increasing public acceptance of transmission 
infrastructure 

Content Challenges:  
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 There is a clear need to revisit current public consultation 

processes in order both to better appraise public reluctance 
towards infrastructure investments and to develop new ways and 
means of increasing public awareness about future long-term 
energy challenges. 

Objectives:  

The objective is to improve public acceptance of transmission 
infrastructure while also reducing its environmental impact so that 
implementation can be accelerated. 

Scope:  

- The impact of EMF will be studied instead of only assessing 
EMF.impacts 

- New models of bird savers 

- Alternatives to SF6 allowing for the compact design of electric 
power stations with efficient insulation properties 

- New design measures to minimize the high-voltage equipment 
noise 

Specific tasks:  

- To investigate public perception on the power infrastructure to 
improve the relationship between TSOs and final customers with 
valuable feedback and signals in both directions 

- To produce a European guide on the construction of overhead 
power lines with reduced visual and environmental impact 
compared to existing construction guidelines 

- To analyze new technologies with reduced visibility of 
conductors, using coatings and nano-materials 

- To propose new design of towers for overhead power lines with 
less visual impact and EMF; in some cases also with reduced sag 
of overhead lines  

- To develop methodologies and software for evaluating bird 
collisions, exposure of persons and animals to EMF, audible 
noises, etc.; reduction of impact. 

Expected 
outcome 

- Reduced times for the permission and construction processes 
required to build new infrastructure and/or refurbish existing 
infrastructure 

- Faster repair of damaged infrastructure and sustainable 
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 demand/supply balance 

- Introduction of new materials (e.g., nanomaterials and 
composites) to develop new towers and “smart” conductors 

Expected 
impact 

Recognition of general public’s need for new infrastructure to 
ensure security of supply and low-carbon economy 

KPIs Time decrease (in months) to implement power transmission 
development project 

Main 
contributors 

- TSOs 

- Technology providers 

- Research institutes  

- NGOs 

Additional 
information 

 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 30 million 

Timeline 2012–2018 

  779 
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 A.2 CLUSTER 2: POWER TECHNOLOGIES 780 

 781 

 782 

A.2.1 CONTEXT 783 

Current advances in technology offer transmission system operators with many opportunities 784 
to implement new solutions that can cope with future network development and operating 785 
challenges. On the one hand, innovative technologies must be wisely embedded into the 786 
existing infrastructure. On the other hand, it is challenging to integrate new and existing 787 
technology in a compatible and safe manner. Other aspects to be considered include the 788 
need to deploy ICT, storage technologies and develop expertise in hybrid AC/DC power 789 
systems and multi-terminal, vendor-independent HVDC VSC including HVDC breakers. 790 

Advanced technologies can be grouped as follows: 791 

 Power transfer capacity: HVDC and AC cable, AC/DC converter, multi-terminal and 792 
vendor-independent HVDC VSC, super-conducting, GIL and “low sag” conductors 793 

 Power control devices: FACTS, phase-shifting transformers, HVDC back-to-back 794 

 Monitoring devices and systems: PMU, WAMS, Smart Meter, RTTR, and combined 795 
DFR and PMU devices 796 

 Control devices and systems: PDC, WACS, WAPS 797 

 Storage: electrochemical storage, batteries from electric vehicles, etc. 798 

 799 

These technologies have their own learning curves and innovation cycles. TSOs must 800 
question their investment costs, reliability, expected lifetime and service behavior under 801 
difficult operation conditions or when disturbances or major faults occur. Provided that their 802 
performance can be predicted using suitable simulation tools and network models, new 803 
technologies must be demonstrated in order to validate their performance and to specify real-804 
life implementation procedures. This will lead to final product specifications and product 805 
implementation plans as well as new network management rules.  806 

This pre-commercial application phase requires extended cooperation between TSOs and 807 
manufacturers. Special attention must also be paid to new multi-terminal HVDC grid 808 
infrastructures for future onshore and offshore power grids, and extra research is still 809 
required for HVDC breakers. 810 

 811 

TECHNOLOGIES 
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 A.2.2 OBJECTIVES 812 

A2.2.1 GAPS AND BARRIERS  813 

Barriers impeding innovation Knowledge gaps 

Unproven technologies may be thought of 
jeopardizing system operation. 

Step-by-step testing of new technologies 
is needed to understand costs, benefits 
and drawbacks. 

The benefits of new technologies must be 
validated under real-life conditions. 

Large-scale demonstrations of new 
technologies are needed to measure 
benefits to the system. 

Huge costs and risk involved with 
experimental new technologies (e.g., multi-
vendor multi-terminal HVDC solutions: who 
will take such a risk?). 

Full costs and benefits must be analyzed 
in order to prepare standardization and 
interoperability, thus allowing plug-and-
play solutions from different vendors. 

New technologies may impact system 
controllability, thus leading to more complex 
operations of the grid and implying more 
coordination between TSOs. 

Validation through demonstrations 
including new operating tools, adequate 
operator training modules where tools for 
operators are developed in C3. 

IPR (Intellectual Property Rights) issues 
arise very frequently when manufacturers 
are involved in joint projects and pilot 
projects. 

An adequate IPR framework must be 
agreed upon. 

TSOs may be slow to introduce new 
technologies due to a lack of knowledge 
about the TSO/DSO interface or the 
interfaces between TSOs and generation 
companies. 

More effective coordination is required 
because power electronics is already 
proven for T&D infrastructures – however 
applications are still rare and only 
performed under special surveillance – 
with the possible exception of HVDC and 
SVC. 

 814 

A2.2.2  OBJECTIVES 815 

The main objective is to address the affordability and technical performance of emerging 816 
technologies that can significantly improve transmission systems. These technologies can 817 
help to reduce extra costs associated with variable generation and load demand volatility 818 
linked to renewable resources and demand management (DR, DSM, etc.). 819 

Specific objectives: 820 

 To demonstrate and assess the performance and interoperability of new power 821 
technologies with the existing power system  822 
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  To validate and evaluate the impact of technologies in order to measure their added 823 

value for the electrical system as a whole, as well as deriving operating practices that 824 
will affect all other aspects of the TSO business 825 

 To investigate the impact of technology integration for cross-border connections that 826 
are cost-effective and offer increased security of supply in the pan-European power 827 
system 828 

 To define final product specifications, requirements and implementation plans 829 

 To embed technologies that increase RES integration and improve power system 830 
stability 831 

 To provide field data for scaling-up and replication studies of innovative network 832 
configurations at EU level 833 

A2.2.3 EXPECTED OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS 834 

Expected outcomes 835 

 Adequate technology integration processes will be demonstrated at large scales 836 

 TSOs will be able to specify their needs for the future infrastructure once technologies 837 
have been validated, on the basis of detailed scaling-up and replication studies  838 

 Manufacturers will be able to validate technologies under real working conditions at a 839 
large scale 840 

Expected impacts 841 

The successful demonstration of emerging technologies will stimulate innovation and 842 
strengthen the technology leadership of European manufacturers and industries. Once 843 
technologies have been tried and tested as cost-effective and technically sound in Europe, 844 
they can be replicated in other parts of the world.  845 
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 A.2.3 STRUCTURE OF CLUSTER 2 846 

 847 

Figure 8: Structure of cluster 2: power technologies for future pan-EU transmission 848 
grid 849 

 850 

T3 Demonstration of power technology to increase network 
flexibility and operation means 

Content Challenges:  

The complexity of pan-European network requires highly flexible 
development of transmission capacity and system operation to 
ensure security of supply. Furthermore, the advent of a single 
pan-European electricity market with a free flow of energy across 
multiple borders has led to increased cross-border power flows. 
Advance transmission technologies must be tested and existing 
lines must be improved. The integration of new technologies into 
existing infrastructures presents interoperability issues that must 
be solved. 

Objectives:  

Emerging power technologies are to be demonstrated and 
validated so that the flexibility and capacity of the existing power 
grid can be increased. 

Another key issue is to determine the best methods of sharing 
data gleaned from wide-area measurements between 
interconnected TSOs and establish responsibilities on who is to 
provide ancillary services in faulted modes of operation.  

Scope: 

T3: Demonstration of 
power technology to 

increase network 
flexibility and operation 

means 

T5: Interface for 
large-scale 

demonstration of 
renewable 
integration 

T4: Demonstration 
of novel network 

architecture 
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 Power control devices FACTS, PST, high-temperature cables, 

new type of conductors (nanomaterials), HVDC VSC, storage 
and other technologies to be demonstrated and validated. 

Specific tasks:  

- To demonstrate the degree to which transfer capacity can be 
increased at the cross-border level and present new operating 
schemes available through the implementation of different 
approaches and technologies; to investigate all possible technical 
solutions within the domain of each application; to perform cost-
benefit analyses of different case studies 

- To demonstrate power flow control devices that offer increased 
flexibility with respect to energy flow across multiple transmission 
zones and borders 

- To demonstrate controllable off- and onshore solutions for 
vendor-independent, HVDC multi-terminal networks used to 
coordinate power flow, frequency control as well as protection 
and communications requirements 

- To implement solutions for wide-area monitoring systems and 
demonstrate how to utilize such information in a coordinated 
manner during operations 

- To investigate the influence of parallel routing of DC and AC 
lines on the same tower or parallel paths in order to facilitate 
existing infrastructure paths in an optimal manner 

Expected 
outcomes 

New methodologies will be validated for upgrading the existing 
grid in C1 and increase transmission capacity in a cost-effective 
and environmentally friendly manner. This will provide relief at 
network bottlenecks and help to bridge short-term investment 
delays. Furthermore, this may increase interest in power flow 
control devices, thus favoring new parallel options for 
transmission line development. 

Expected 
impacts 

A flexible network will be implemented that integrates RES and 
helps to cope with demand 

The overall system reliability and quality of service will be 
improved 

KPIs Increase flexibility from energy players 

Increase quality of service 

Main 
contributors 

− TSOs 

− Technology providers 
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 − Research institutes 

Additional 
information 

Technology involved: 

- Equipment and methodologies to monitor conductor 
temperatures, i.e., nanomaterials 

- High-temperature cables and equipment 

- FACTS and PSTs 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 100 million 

Timeline 2010−2018 

 851 

 852 

T4 Demonstration of novel network architectures 

Content Challenges:  

Future network architecture may have the following 
characteristics: 

- Current voltage levels maintained at 380–220 kV/150 kV with 
selective reinforcements at bottlenecks 

- Introduction of new AC voltage level of 750 kV 

- Introduction of selected HVDC links 

- Realization of a DC grid 

- Utilization of superconducting power cables (conductors) 

- Greater use of underlying 380 kV network in separate sub-
networks 

Furthermore, an increasing number of high-voltage applications 
will utilize superconductor technology (e.g., fault current limiters). 

Objectives:  

The main objectives are: 

 - To evaluate the impact of new technology and novel network 
infrastructure in large-scale experiments that address pan-
European problems  

- To provide a reliable and stable backbone in support of the 
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 internal European electricity markets   

Scope: 

This project assesses the impact of power electronics on system 
infrastructure (validation of on- and offshore options), which are to 
be quantified through demonstrations. 

Specific tasks:  

- To demonstrate large-scale of new power technologies such as 
HVDC VSC, superconductivity, energy storage, fault current 
limiters and other promising technologies (incl. new materials) for 
joint management of on- and offshore networks  

- To validate various technology options to increase transmission 
capacity through selective reinforcement or implementation of an 
ultra-high voltage transmission system (“Super Grid”) or DC 
backbone 

- To propose of new schemes to extend synchronous areas in 
pan-European grid and connected these with back-to-back HVDC 
to increase their utilization and reduce complexity of balancing , 
planning and operation 

- To do research on devices and concepts required to materialize 
multi-terminal DC grids to cope with current system needs and 
sources such as offshore generation 

- To coordinate offshore networks interconnected with various 
control areas; methods for coordinating load-frequency control, 
DC voltage control; other technologies required for DC (VSC) 
network 

- To implement HVDC solutions to enhance reliability – bipolar or 
monopolar DC schemes 

- To determinate standard DC voltage; since VSC technologies 
eliminate the need for transformers, investment and maintenance 
costs will be reduced significantly. Weight and space are cost 
drivers particularly for offshore installations 

Expected 
outcomes 

TSO can select different cost-effective technology options to 
increase the transmission capacity while ensuring high-power 
system performance and efficiency. 

Experimental data gathered during experiments will be utilized in 
planning models, operational strategies and market simulators to 
validate network expansion and network flexibility costs within 
different pan-European scenarios.  
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 Large-scale demonstrations of power technologies provide 

feedback to manufacturers so that they can improve quality and 
performance. 

Expected 
impacts 

Technical and economic feasibility of architectures accounted for 
by the electricity value chain players including regulators 

KPIs Increase quality of service 

Decreased congestion 

Increase RES connections  

Main 
contributors 

- TSOs 

- Technology providers 

- Research institutes 

Additional 
information 

 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 120 million 

Timeline 2012−2018 

 853 

 854 

T5 Interfaces for large-scale demonstration of renewable 
integration  

Content Challenges: 

In the current framework, RES present challenges to security of 
supply and economic interests. With increasing wind and PV 
gradients, reserves must be increased in order to maintain system 
stability. This will require high system margins on power reserves 
and standby production, or curtailment of wind or PV production. 
With higher margins on reserves, wind and PV integration will lead 
to increased costs for balancing services and this will ultimately 
generate higher costs for security of supply but also for end-users. 
Another approach is to implement frequency and voltage control 
with RES or the concept of the virtual power plant (VPP). This will 
necessitate an affordable coordination and communications 
infrastructure. 

Objectives:  

The goal is to determine the best method of deploying and 
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 demonstrating different concepts using ICT so that more RES can 

be integrated. 

Scope: 

The main focus is to demonstrate ICT with innovative concepts 
that integrate RES. 

Specific tasks:  

− To validate the contribution of RES to voltage and frequency 
control, balancing using VPP concepts 

− To monitor and control the network in order to avoid large-scale 
intra-zone oscillations 

− To validate integration scenarios where the network becomes 
more user-friendly and copes with variable generation from RES.  

- To demonstrate how to deploy various technologies for the 
energy mix from conventional and renewable resources 

Expected 
outcomes 

Effective rules will be validated for managing variable sources in 
liberalized energy and power markets: 

- RES generation will be balanced cost-effectively over longer 
periods of time by optimizing the entire value chain over central 
and local assets  

- Control procedures will be provided for system security and 
ancillary services and will involve not only central power plants 
but also energy from wind, solar and DER. 

Expected 
impacts 

More RES will be integrated into the pan-European system 
without impacting its reliability 

RES will deliver new value streams to the electricity system 

KPIs increase in RES connections 

Main 
contributors 

- TSOs 

- DSOs 

- Generation companies 

- Technology providers 

- ICT providers 

Additional 
information 

Technology involved: 

- IT solutions to integration that are secure and scalable 
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 - Power electronics 

- HVDC technology 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 130 million 

Timeline 2010−2018 

  855 
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 A3 CLUSTER 3: NETWORK OPERATION 856 

 857 

 858 

A.3.1 CONTEXT 859 

Ensuring security of supply and system reliability is the primary objective of all TSOs but the 860 
environment in which they have to do this is becoming increasingly challenging. The evolving 861 
energy mix accentuates these challenges as Europe pushes strongly forward towards 862 
decarbonizing energy and becoming the global leader for green power. 863 

Incremental changes in the way we operate and manage the electricity system will probably 864 
not suffice anymore in the coming decades. With a large share of variable RES generation 865 
(50-80%), operational planning and online operation of the power system is changing 866 
radically and will become much more demanding. Accelerating this trend is the progressive 867 
phasing out of conventional generation units responsible for covering base and peak loads 868 
as well as ancillary services. Free electricity trade and power flow across the continental 869 
Europe will occur at levels that have never been seen before.  870 

Soon the amount of reserves needed in the power system will highly depend on daily wind 871 
and sun forecasts instead of being determined on an annual basis. Some TSOs have already 872 
adapted their reserve management approach but one suspects that the current definition of 873 
primary, secondary and tertiary sources should completely be revamped. 874 

On the other hand, devices such as PMUs provide TSOs with new information and hence 875 
opportunities for online monitoring. In this way, the power system can be operated on real-876 
time measurements. As look-ahead technologies supplant historical data currently in use, 877 
power systems can be planned and operated much more efficiently. This will require new 878 
algorithms and methodologies to be able to handle and process the huge amount of 879 
information, as well as human-machine interfaces (HMI) to support decision-making in 880 
control centers 881 

The electricity grid paradigm has shifted to another level and dimension. From thousands of 882 
power plants connected to high-voltage systems a decade ago, the grid is now fed from 883 
millions of low- to high-voltage generation units and countless more are being added. The 884 
grid must be ready to integrate emerging technologies (see cluster 2) so that the roll-out 885 
process is based on a controlled scaling-up process. 886 

The power reserves required to maintain a reliable and secure system is one example of the 887 
many concepts and processes that must be revisited – some of them in their entirety. There 888 
are many consequences such as the need for improved communications to allow DER to be 889 
controlled directly and/or indirectly and to monitor effective delivery of the requested 890 
services. This represents a challenge due to the reduction of corresponding reserves at the 891 

CONTROLLING 
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 centralized level. New reserves will be needed, coming either from flexible ‘conventional’ 892 
generation units, or from centralized and decentralized RES, distributed generation, active 893 
demand and storage systems. This will require efficient observability, as well as controlling 894 
and monitoring means. 895 

TSOs must now address the new uncertainties and potential risks through new tasks such as 896 
operational planning based on capacity allocation and also real-time operations. 897 
Furthermore, TSOs will have to review all of their traditional operating procedures and 898 
network tools. These challenges require new methods and tools, improved coordination 899 
between TSOs, DSOs and other stakeholders, new processes but also training for operators 900 
and planners. 901 

 902 

A.3.2 OBJECTIVES 903 

A3.2.1 GAPS AND BARRIERS 904 

Barriers impeding innovation Knowledge gaps 

All stakeholders must be convinced of the 
necessity of the drastic changes required in 
TSO operations and planning. Even if 
analysis methods and tools exist, the 
underlying assumptions they rely upon leave 
too much uncertainty in the equation. 

Methods and tools must be improved and 
demonstrated in a convincing manner. This 
covers the ways and means that such tools 
are shared among TSOs and how results 
are jointly built and shared. 

Tools must be fed good data in order to be of 
use for planners and operators: capabilities 
and responsibilities must be addressed when 
delivering data to other parties. 

 

Beyond methods and tools, the difficulty of 
gathering and managing the right data 
should not be underestimated. On the one 
hand current data exchange barriers must 
be overcome where reasonable. On the 
other hand, some critical data (e.g., for 
probabilistic forecasts) is not currently 
available and requires R&D. 

Resistance to work on breakthrough 
approaches for control & management, and 
resistance against testing them in a real 
environment. 

System operator involvement in the R&D 
projects must be reinforced. Conceptual 
projects must at least contain a 
demonstration package that goes beyond 
studying what would be the consequences 
of new methods and tools from a 
researcher’s perspective. Operators must 
participate, possibly using dispatch 
simulation systems when the consequences 
of involving real operations could be too 
risky 
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 Trustworthy tools are critical for system 
operators – who are ultimately responsible 
for security of supply. Whereas some 
software providers claim to have adequate 
and reliable tools, intellectual property rights 
and proprietary modules often impede 
transparent access to source codes for 
building such trust. 

TSOs must invite software providers willing 
to be transparent to participate in projects 
so that existing tools can be leveraged and 
trust established.  

Massive amounts of data with high sampling 
rate that must be converted to information 
appropriate for taking decisions 

There is a need for methods and tools to 
collect and provide a synthesis of data to be 
used for supporting decisions during 
operational planning and real-time 
operations.  

 905 

A3.2.2 OBJECTIVES 906 

The overall objective is to operate the transmission system and maintain high security and 907 
reliability at reasonable costs. All TSOs have embraced and implemented a risk-based 908 
approach for making real-time and short-term decisions that affect both the security of supply 909 
and the functioning of the market.  910 

Specific objectives: 911 

 To develop new simulation techniques, improve observability and controllability and 912 
hence increase the reliability of the pan-European network; the European power grid 913 
is currently operating under stress and close to its limits – both thermal and dynamic 914 
(frequency and voltage) – and must cope with increased RES generation and growth 915 
in demand.  916 

 To develop new methodologies that improve – by design – the flexibility of the 917 
system; these must increase controllability while coping with possible stability issues. 918 
By reviewing the “N-1” or redundancy principles, system use can be optimized while 919 
available capacities are best exploited to suit market needs. New reliability criteria 920 
must be widely adopted by the TSO community and the resulting safety margins must 921 
be balanced against social welfare aspects. 922 

 To develop interfaces and tools that help operators appraising network status and 923 
taking decisions in real time (look-ahead functionality); this must increase the 924 
observability of the system and enable optimized decision-making on a European 925 
scale. 926 

 To improve and develop training methodologies for operators; this must improve 927 
coordination for dealing with issues at the European level. 928 

A3.2.3 EXPECTED OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS 929 

Expected outcomes 930 
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  R&D projects will deliver new knowledge about the current and future system 931 

functionality and limits (operational and complexity).  932 

 R&D projects will deliver new methodologies, operating principles and tools to be 933 
demonstrated at full scale  934 

 Large deployment will involve implementation projects by ENTSO-E members;   935 

 Inputs to network code activities within ENTSO-E 936 

 Reduced probability of high impact, low probability contingencies (Black Swan 937 
events31) 938 

Expected impacts 939 

 Increased flexibility will welcome more RES and DSM 940 

 Minimized losses in welfare due to black-out or major disturbances 941 

 942 

A.3.3 STRUCTURE OF CLUSTER 3 943 

A multi-tiered approach is needed to achieve the network operation objectives. There are 944 
four functional objectives for this cluster in order to gain new expertise and harvest the 945 
benefits that will enable further replication and large-scale deployment at the European level. 946 
These involve developing new methods and tools to: 947 

 Increase network observability at regional and pan-European levels to enable TSOs 948 
to perform appropriate control actions (T6) 949 

 Increase regional and pan-European coordination 950 

 System operation within the required stability limits (T7) 951 

 Handling contingencies at local, regional and European level to prevent and 952 
manage disturbances 953 

 By training operators to react to regional and Europe-wide disturbances (T8) 954 
in case β should fail 955 

 Assess reliability at regional and pan-European levels (T9) 956 

 957 

                                                
31 A Black Swan - as Nassin Nicholas Taleb explains it - is an even with the following three 
attributes. First, it is an outlier, as it lies outside the realm of regular expectations, because nothing 
in the past can convincingly point to its possibility. Second, it carries an extreme impact. Third, in 
spite of its outlier status, human nature makes us concoct explanations for its occurrence after the 
fact, making explainable and predictable.  New York Times, 22 April 2007, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/04/22/books/chapters/0422-1st-tale.html?_r=1  
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 958 

Figure 9: Structure of cluster 3: network operation 959 

 960 

 961 

T6 Innovative tools and methods for pan-European network 
observability and controllability 

Content Challenges:  

Monitoring, control and protection systems are critical to increase 
transmission system observability and controllability but they 
cannot yet be applied within a pan-European interconnected 
system. Transmission systems are being operated under 
increasingly stressed conditions and are close to their stability 
limits. Massive integration of RES and DER, potential 
development of hybrid networks (AC/DC grid) and the increasing 
levels of interconnectivity require new monitoring methods. 
Currently, offline simulation tools or remote measurements 
devices are use and offer only limited flexibility. 

Objectives:  

To provide solutions that improve the observability and 
controllability of the pan-European system using information 
provided by local sensors (like PMU) and models, as well as 
information provided by forecasting tools. 

Scope:  

T6: Innovative tools and 
methods for pan-European 
network observability and 

controllability 

T7: Innovative 
tools and 

methods for 
coordinated 

operations with 
stability margin 

evaluation 

T8: Improved training tools and 
methods to ensure better 

coordination at the regional and 
pan-European levels 

T9: Innovative 
tools and 

approaches for 
pan-European 

network 
reliability 

assessment  
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 The main focus is to improve transmission system observability 

and controllability at the pan-European level. However, the 
methods and tools developed here must be able to interact with 
those developed for the distribution grids and their interfaces with 
the transmission grid (refer to FO TD1). 

 

Specific tasks: 

- To assess and validate the performance of intelligent local 
sensors and data processing equipment (with sensor 
manufacturers) against the requirements of state estimation and 
dynamic simulation 

- To increase the awareness of Europe-wide 
operation/optimization vs. local and regional approaches 

- To develop local state models with a sufficient level of 
intelligence at the substation level and to use this valuable 
information with state estimators and dynamic simulation tools. 
These models will be aggregated for assessing the observability 
and controllability at the pan-European level 

- To increase observability and improve state estimation accuracy 
(both steady-state and dynamic) through adequate modeling 
(including not only modeling protection and system automatic 
schemes to some extent, but also by merging transmission and 
distribution models)  

- To exploit the information provided by forecasts of variable 
generation and flexible demand for observability and 
controllability purposes 

- To increase network controllability by proposing methods and 
tools for optimal and coordinated use of flexible equipment such 
as FACTS, PSTs and HVDC links, resulting in safe and cost-
effective (maximizing the global social welfare for instance) 
system operations 

Expected 
outcome 

Effective monitoring of the electricity system will allow TSOs to 
make appropriate decisions regarding system operational 
planning and real-time operation 

Validation of the increased role of corrective actions 

Expected 
impact 

Facilitate massive integration of RES and increase 
interconnectivity while maintaining high levels of system reliability 

KPIs Increased quality of service 
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 Decreased congestion 

Decreased RES curtailment 

Increased network flexibility 

Main 
contributors 

- TSOs 

- Technology providers 

- ICT and service providers 

- Research institutes 

- Generation companies 

Additional 
information 

PMUs and wide-area schemes open up new possibilities in power 
system control and protection design, including the 
implementation of model-based (or model-predictive) and/or 
adaptive controllers that previously have not been feasible or 
sufficiently useful. 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 50 million 

Timeline 2012–2020 

 962 

 963 

T7 Innovative tools and methods for coordinated operation with 
stability margin evaluation 

Content Challenges:  

During the last decade, the system moved from a very well-
planned and almost predetermined operation to a more volatile 
mode with many more uncertainties in different parts of the 
electricity system value chain (generation, transmission, 
distribution, consumption…). The increasing share of RES is 
affecting system operations by increasing the volatility of flows in 
the grid. This increases the complexity of managing balancing and 
congestion problems while still maintaining security of supply. 
Moreover, dynamic aspects must be monitored in real-time (or as 
closely as possible) and planning must be performed on a daily 
basis. Today, operators understand their system weaknesses and 
make decisions based on past experience. Increasingly rapid 
changes will make the learning process more complex. Guidance 
is needed so that appropriate decisions can be made quickly. 
Once the worst-case scenario has been identified, a complex 
defense plan must be defined. Hence, operational procedures are 
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 becoming more complex than ever before. 

Objectives: 

New tools are to be developed that facilitate the harmonization 
and coordination of operational procedures between TSOs so that 
electricity can be delivered at the level of quality customers 
require. 

Scope: 

The main focus of this functional objective (FO) should be 
addressed in transmission systems at the pan-European, regional 
and national levels. 

 

Specific tasks: 

− To assess the effectiveness of control actions that deliver the 
right level of reliability while facing uncertainties from the large-
scale deployment of RES and market integration 

− To develop approaches for optimal provisioning, dimensioning 
and sourcing of reserves together with local and/or regional 
distribution in order to maintain security of supply; to deliver 
dynamic management of system reserves at regional and pan-
European levels 

− To implement stochastic approaches to critical optimization 
variables (larger dispersions around the deterministic values 
obtained from the current steady state simulation tools) in order to 
cope adequately with uncertainties 

− To facilitate converging policies for operational planning and to 
support the harmonization of operating rules at the European level 

− To propose data exchange procedures for adequate system 
simulation; to identify critical contingencies and to assess residual 
risks while taking into account effectiveness and availability of 
control actions and automatic protection schemes while identifying 
action paths to be implemented  

− To enable real-time detection of instabilities and prevent limit 
transgression in transmission systems; to develop new 
approaches of coordinating defense and restoration plans 

Expected 
Outcome 

TSOs will be able to maintain system stability and high-quality 
supply of energy to consumers. The system will be operated in a 
coordinated and reliable manner through the use of new tools, 
methods and expertise, according to a new European reliability 
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 doctrine (see FO T9). 

It will also support the creation of coordinated defense and 
restoration plans based on a new set of principles and methods 
which account for uncertainties 

Expected 
impact 

Maintain security of supply at the level required by end users 

KPIs Increased quality of service 

Main 
Contributors 

- TSOs 

- Research institutes 

Additional 
information 

The functional objectives can be best achieved using the mixed 
logical-dynamical method wherein the most logical expressions 
are transformed into equivalent forms using discrete variables, or 
using the equilibrium constraints and solvers method for handling 
continuous and discrete variables (large-scale mixed integer linear 
problems or complementary constraints) simultaneously and 
robustly. 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 30 million 

Timeline 2012–2017 

 964 

 965 

T8 Improved training tools and methods to ensure better 
coordination at the regional and pan-European levels 

Contents Challenges  

The increasingly rapid evolution of transmission systems requires 
operators to be updated and trained on a regular basis. New 
training tools must be developed to simulate uncertainties, 
automatic control actions and the dynamic behavior of the 
changing transmission system. Moreover, current training tools 
are not suitable for managing a broader scope of activities. Since 
an increasing level of coordination is required, coordinated 
training must be organized where personnel from different TSOs 
are trained to interact with each other. 

Simulator and training facilities must evolve to cope with modeling 
the increasing complexity of operations in the presence of a large 
amount of RES. 
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 Objectives: 

A training facility is to be developed and validated at the prototype 
level with dispatchers. This will involve novel man-machine 
interfaces where the state of neighboring systems is displayed 
using new visualization techniques and allow interactions between 
operators in either simulated or real scenarios. 

Scope: 

This functional objective (FO) addresses mainly system operators, 
system analysts and those in charge of control centers for the 
various members of ENTSO-E. To improve cooperation and 
coordination efforts, it should also be presented to operators and 
those responsible at control centers for the various generation 
units and DSOs. 

Specific tasks: 

− To deliver real-time simulation of the entire interconnected 
European power system for training purposes 

− To train dispatchers to reproduce and understand large-scale 
incidents 

− To provide training, but also certification, to operators on a 
validated European power system model and improve emergency 
response procedures 

− To make the dispatching training simulation facility available to 
other operators such as power plant operators and distribution 
network operators; hence to improve the network interfaces 
between transmission/generation and transmission/distribution 

− To develop and test common procedures for emergency 
scenarios 

− To enable operator training by specifying the training simulator 
of the future, including the validation of critical algorithms 

− To enable experimentation on what the training of the future 
should be and who should be involved in order to learn and test 
the benefits of coordination mechanisms in stable and critical 
situations 

- To establish, validate and deliver default data to fill all the gaps 
in such a way that simulations are realistic enough for the targeted 
use. 

Expected 
outcome 

Timely and coordinated common training tools methods for 
operators (involving coordination procedures) will minimize 
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 system risks and impacts when large-scale disturbances occur 

within the pan-European system (including partial or whole system 
blackouts). They will facilitate system restoration and an in-depth 
understanding of how the interconnected system behaves. 

Training will raise the expertise and skills of the network operating 
workforce : this in turn will minimize human risks in handling 
complex network operations 

Expected 
impact 

Global leadership position in system training  

KPIs Time in coordinated training 

Main 
contributors 

- TSOs 

- IT providers 

- Training centers 

− Manufacturers 

− Research institutes 

Additional 
information 

− IT systems for training and simulations 

− Software tools have already been developed (e.g., PEGASE 
project) 

Important to have universities participate so that new generation 
of power system engineers are educated 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 25 million 

Timeline 2013–2017 

 966 

 967 

T9 Innovative tools and approaches for pan-European network 
reliability assessment 

Contents Challenges  

Operational planning is one of the most challenging tasks for 
TSOs. Current security criteria were developed decades ago 
under far more certain operational conditions. The integration of 
new technologies (e.g., PSTs, HVDC VSC, DLR, RES, DSM, 
among others) has considerably changed and will continue to 
change the way that transmission systems are operated: the 
presence of both AC and DC links will make operation of the pan-
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 European system even more challenging. Novel power 

technologies such as FACTS and low-cost ICT will further impact 
the operating processes not only of the owner’s grid but also of all 
neighboring grids. Today’s security criteria do not properly 
address such aspects and must be revisited. 

Objectives: 

New principles designed to deliver the right level of reliability when 
managing the new pan-European system architecture must evolve 
without jeopardizing present-day reliability levels. The current (N-
1) preventive security principles must be reviewed, from long- to 
short-term operation planning. The resulting technical benefits 
(security of supply) must be compared against the social ones 
(welfare). 

Scope:  

This FO does not cover reserve management (T7), approaches 
for balancing or ancillary services. 

Specific tasks: 

- To evaluate the current performance of the (N-1) preventive 
security principles and the required level of reliability from the 
customer’s perspective 

- To identify the possible options for replacing (or complementing) 
the current reliability principles using a system approach to be 
used in different aspects of TSOs business: grid development, 
markets, reserve planning, etc. 

- To define the additional information to be exchanged and the 
additional coordination needed to support the deployment 

- To provide an appropriate approach to risk assessment based 
on probabilistic analyses which takes into account correlations 

- To develop indicators for network operators to help them making 
decisions for preventive and curative actions 

Expected 
outcome 

The outcome will set the grounds for new European principles, 
which allow for evolutions of system design and operations, while 
taking advantage of the benefits of all new technologies. The new 
tools will allow TSOs to integrate new technologies in system 
planning procedures in order to maintain the system security and 
reliability at the same level. They will also enable changes of the 
N-1 doctrine used in Europe while developing improved planning 
and operating practices. 

Expected New ways and means to maximize social welfare through a new 
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 impact reliability principle 

KPIs Decrease congestion 

Reduce RES curtailment 

Main 
contributors 

- TSOs 

- Research institutes 

Additional 
information 

Simulation and optimization tools and cost-benefit methodologies 
adapted to the pan-European system for both design and 
operations. 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 20 million 

Timeline 2012–2018 

  968 
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 A4 CLUSTER 4: MARKET DESIGNS 969 

 970 

 971 

A.4.1 CONTEXT 972 

The unbundling and liberalization of the electricity markets in Europe have highlighted one 973 
specific characteristic of electricity markets: working rules and the resulting efficiency are 974 
very much affected by the technical performance of a given network – at the transmission 975 
and distribution levels. The business model of the industry has evolved progressively. TSOs, 976 
DSOs, regulators, power producers, suppliers, traders, industrial consumers and RES project 977 
developers are playing key roles in delivering an efficient electricity market. Thus, market 978 
facilitation involves a multidisciplinary approach to research activities, whereby network 979 
operators, manufacturers and economists must closely cooperate in addressing the many 980 
barriers that have been currently ascertained. 981 

Large-scale deployment of variable renewables with reduced predictability and the 982 
integration of demand-side management in Europe will create significant challenges for 983 
balancing control. This includes managing reserves and response to unplanned outages of 984 
power plants. Ancillary services are increasingly necessary in order to compensate for 985 
uncertainties inherent in forecasting demand, wind and solar generation. This implies the 986 
need for more ancillary services as RES are increasingly integrated. In restructured 987 
electricity markets, the trend is towards decoupling the operational aspect of balancing 988 
control and the market settlement aspect of managing deviations in generation and 989 
consumption.  990 

This also brings regulatory challenges. Adequate incentives are needed for investors and for 991 
grid operators to best exploit the benefits offered by these technologies. Improved and 992 
integrated balancing markets are mandatory as well as new ancillary services. 993 

On the way towards the single European electricity market, several coordination initiatives 994 
are being developed at the regional level. The approach to integrating the pan-European 995 
markets, in consideration of appropriate interconnection capacities between countries, 996 
should ideally augment price convergence between different areas through the efficient use 997 
of available means across all of Europe. However without appropriate market mechanisms, 998 
price volatility will likely increase on a daily or even hourly basis. While price spikes indicate 999 
the need for flexible peak units, current signals to investors regarding the need for peak units 1000 
are becoming more difficult to translate into investment decisions due to periods of very low 1001 
prices. System adequacy will become increasingly difficult to manage, as the operating hours 1002 
of conventional units decrease in favor of energy generated from RES. 1003 

MARKET 
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 One of the prerequisites for understanding the new market dynamics at a pan-European 1004 
level is to model their dynamic interactions, taking into account the technical constraints 1005 
identified in the transmission systems, and to find a way to overcome them.  1006 

Regardless of the capacity calculation method and allocation approach used, TSOs and 1007 
regulators should use risk assessment methods to control the economic costs derived from 1008 
counter-trading measures. Another issue is how to obtain more efficient interfacing between 1009 
the physical network and market operation models by applying different techniques 1010 
developed in ongoing R&D projects. 1011 

Several solutions are being researched and developed at the pan-European level, including 1012 
load aggregation and virtual power plants. This will have an impact on new connection rules, 1013 
new market designs and new responsibilities for TSOs and DSOs as well other market 1014 
players (e.g., balancing responsible parties, aggregators, etc.) and institutions (National 1015 
Regulatory Authorities, ACER, etc). 1016 

Revisiting the business model of the industry as a whole will help to define regulations, 1017 
incentives and other mechanisms that aim to decarbonize Europe while maintaining security 1018 
of supply and energy efficiency. 1019 

Maintaining secure operation of the grid 24/7 will be very challenging simply because the 1020 
pan-European transmission grid will involve so many different market participants. 1021 

Adequate correlation and harmonization between market rules and operational rules must be 1022 
given. For instance, the schedule changes can impact upon the system frequency (see 1023 
deterministic frequency deviations reports). 1024 

 1025 

A.4.2 OBJECTIVES 1026 

A4.2.1 GAPS AND BARRIERS 1027 

Barriers impeding innovation Knowledge gaps 

The integration of the European energy 
market is progressing but still not complete 

Large-scale market simulation tools 
involving renewables, demand-side 
response and storage systems are needed 
to understand complex market interactions 

Behavior of market participants is 
sometimes unpredictable – such situations 
can increase the risk of severe incidents on 
the pan-European transmission grid 

- Cross-border interaction, including more 
efficient congestion management, must be 
optimized 

- New market design required for balancing 
and ancillary services at the European level 
(opportunities and benefits) 

Decisions to build new power plants are 
strongly linked to political and regulatory 

Visions are needed for future markets (e.g., 
capacity markets) and future market spread 
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 framework – business cases can change 
rapidly and disturb market models 

including structural constraints between 
those markets 

Huge increase of variable RES production 
causes more uncertainties for the market 
and also for transmission system 
operations 

- New market models for integrating 
renewable must be implemented 

- Energy-efficient networks with optimal 
exploitation of DER, demand-side 
management and electricity storage 

Many different regulation regimes exist in 
Europe and make comparison between 
various market situations very complex 

New grid tariff designs and investment 
incentive regimes must be assessed 

Lack of sufficient interconnections between 
countries 

- Find new ways and means of increasing 
interconnections between different systems 
(as per TYNDP) 

- The interdependencies between market 
mechanisms and infrastructure 
development must be better understood 

 1028 

A4.2.2 OBJECTIVES 1029 

This cluster studies ways and means of facilitating interactions between the European 1030 
electricity markets and the pan-European transmission system. The aim is to achieve a more 1031 
efficient market with an optimized energy mix and security of supply. Potential reviews of 1032 
market designs must be analyzed to ensure that they can cope with the variability of 1033 
renewable energy generation as well as with demand-side management and energy storage. 1034 

Specific objectives: 1035 

 Large-scale market simulation tools involving renewables, demand-side response 1036 
and storage systems at the transmission level 1037 

 Cross-border interactions, including more efficient congestion management 1038 

 Designing new markets for balancing and ancillary services at the transmission level 1039 
and with a European dimension 1040 

A4.2.3 EXPECTED OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS 1041 

Expected outcomes: 1042 

 Improved understanding of market participant behavior and market 1043 
interdependencies 1044 

 New market approaches will be determined and best practices will be found  1045 

 1046 
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 Expected impacts: 1047 

The completion of the European energy market will: 1048 

 Contribute to integrating volatile energy generation from RES 1049 

 Help to identify the “setscrews” for the market 1050 

 Result in recommendations for novel regulatory schemes that optimize new value 1051 
streams (ancillary services, balancing, storage, etc.) 1052 

 1053 

A.4.3 STRUCTURE OF CLUSTER 4 1054 

Market designs are mandatory as an economical means to calculate fair payment for usage 1055 
of transmission capacity. They are also essential to fully integrate and exploit the benefits of 1056 
RES and to manage energy demand and storage. FO T10 focuses on developing 1057 
frameworks and market tools for ancillary and balancing applications including active 1058 
demand management. However, more than this must be done to maintain security of supply 1059 
and efficiency when integrating very large volumes of RES. This will be addressed in 1060 
FO T12. Finally, fair calculation of capacity allocation and congestion management is 1061 
handled in T11. 1062 

 1063 

Figure 10: Structure of Cluster 4: Market Designs 1064 

 1065 

 1066 

T1032 Advanced pan-European market tools for ancillary services 

                                                
32 T13 in the R&D Plan update 2011 is merged in this FO 
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 and balancing, including active demand management 

Content Challenges:  

Present EU targets for the integration of RES – in particular wind 
and solar energy – will present significant challenges for 
balancing control and management of power and energy 
reserves within existing transmission grids. Balancing control can 
be seen to be made up of two fairly independent tasks: 
maintaining the grid frequency within definite limits and real-time 
management of network congestion arising from unplanned 
deviations.  

Novel market simulation tools are needed to properly design pan-
European value streams. 

Objectives:  

New market tools are to be delivered that go beyond those 
currently used in member states. These are to stimulate RES 
involvement, active demand and storage systems, contribute to 
system balancing and provide ancillary services. 

Scope: 

Optimal utilization of ancillary and balancing services at pan-
European level well integrated in market mechanisms enabling 
also regional approaches. 

Specific tasks: 

- To model aggregated RES/DER, flexible conventional 
generation, demand and storage systems to be used for market 
design, market mechanisms and simulation tools for planning and 
operation purposes 

− To design market mechanisms for incentivizing both 
maximization of the provision of ancillary services (including 
aggregated RES, cogeneration and high-efficiency production, 
demand, storage etc.) and the minimization of the use of ancillary  
services; the aim is to harmonize the requirements of provider 
licenses with supervision, control and recording of services 
provided 

− To develop a new tool for detailed analyses of various 
balancing market designs to identify best practices and to 
perform large-scale experiments with metered customers that 
demonstrate the costs and benefits of demand-side management 
required at the pan-European level 

− To design and develop mechanisms and platforms for cross-
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 border balancing and power reserve services, moving towards 

possible future development of regional/pan-regional platforms 
and even markets based on economic and technical analyses, all 
the while operating within the required security margins  

− To develop a set of data exchange templates and ICT 
infrastructures to enable ancillary and balancing services at the 
EU level 

Expected 
outcome 

Business models and frameworks will be delivered for the pan-
European grid that improve the real-time market for balancing 
services. This will be achieved by implementing technologies that 
make the pan-European grid more flexible, reliable and 
controllable. 

Expected 
impact 

Cost-benefit analyses will be available for each market player in 
various business cases in support of further system optimization  

KPIs Increase quality of service 

Increase flexibility from energy players 

Improve competitiveness in the electricity market 

Main 
contributors 

− TSOs 

− DSOs  

− Energy service companies 

− Power utilities 

− ICT and automation providers 

− Research institutes 

− Regulatory authorities 

Additional 
information 

- Optimization techniques and market simulation tools constrained 
by transmission issues 

- Telecommunications, metering and monitoring 

- Control and management algorithms 

- Software tools for forecasting 

Work done in this FO is interdependent on T1, T2 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 30 million 

Timeline 2012–2018 
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  1067 

 1068 

T11 Advanced tools for capacity allocation and congestion 
management 

Content Challenges: 

Europe-wide power flows with free energy market plus massive 
integration of variable RES are resulting in local and regional 
bottlenecks. A fair charging mechanism for capacity use is 
needed. 

Regardless of the methods used to calculate capacities and 
allocation, risk assessment methods must be used that control 
the economic costs derived from counter-trading measures. The 
transmission reliability margin — a security margin — copes with 
uncertainties by computing transfer capacity values. 

The main challenges that remain to be resolved are how to 
manage congestion and deviations from planned operations that 
will result from such a solution. This requires not only new 
transmission capacity and flexibility in power flow control, but also 
new tools for market and network analysis. 

Objectives:  

Network-constrained market simulation tools are to be developed 
that provide recommendations about specific network 
management and market designs. This will make it possible to 
manage congestion within the pan-European grids without 
affecting system reliability. The tools to be delivered should be 
synchronized with current market coupling initiatives. 

Scope: 

This FO consists of several steps that integrate the various 
elementary research results generated by the activities in Cluster 
4: 

− At a theoretical level, to compare the currently available tools 
and results developed at the national level involving power 
systems engineering, operations research and economics 

− To validate that a flow-based market coupling approach can be 
applied across a wide region with interdependent flows; 
coexisting with ATC market coupling approaches in other 
adjacent regions without interdependent flows 

− To introduce simulation options that account for interactions 
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 between the various regulatory frameworks 

− To introduce data on transmission and generation that are vital 
to achieve meaningful results 

Specific tasks: 

− To investigate interactions between system operations and 
dynamic capacity and reserve allocation methods at the regional 
and European levels to cope with uncertainties from RES, load 
and system disturbances 

− To model strategies in view of improved congestion 
management and to analyze the possibility of more efficient 
options, if any exist, for the pan-European electricity market 

− To expand flow-based market coupling in areas with 
interdependent flows, based on successful experience 

− To develop an algorithm for computing potential extra 
capacities in real time or as closely as possible; taking into 
account security criteria and without the need for counter-trading 
issues 

− To performing risk-benefit analyses and develop an interface 
using the Congestion Management Module (CMM) 

Expected 
outcome 

Delivery of new congestion management rules that do not impact 
system reliability by implementing flow-based market coupling and 
improving the methods for calculating capacity and assessing risk. 

Specific network management procedures will be developed to 
cope with uncertainties in transfer capacity values and achieve the 
most cost-effective balance between profit and security of the 
system. 

Expected 
impact 

Transparent and flexible operation of the electricity market at a 
pan-European level.  

KPIs Decrease in international congestions (TSO-DSO) 

Decrease in international congestions within control area 

Improved competitiveness in the electricity market 

Main 
contributors 

− TSOs 

− Research institutes 

- Service providers 

- Regulatory authorities 
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 Additional 
information 

Technology involved: 

− Simulation techniques 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 25 million 

Timeline 2012–2018 

 1069 

T12 Tools and market mechanisms for ensuring system adequacy 
and efficiency in electric systems integrating very large 
amounts of RES generation 

Content Challenges 

The European transmission grid has been constantly evolving for 
many years. Markets have been changing more recently with the 
growth of on- and offshore renewable production at different 
locations and with different shares of various technologies.  

The integration of variable generation requires additional security 
margins in the d-2 and d-1 scheduling processes. For this reason, 
we should consider the development of improved market models 
and simulation tools which would allow adequate system capacity 
to host a large share of RES generation  

Objectives: 

Together with the infrastructure development mentioned in T5, 
market models and simulation tools may, for instance, improve 
generation shifts. They may also provide recommendations on 
specific rules for integrating renewables in power, balancing and 
system services and therefore allow massive integration of RES. 

The objective of the models and simulation tools is to demonstrate 
the results of the enforcement of specific market designs for 
integrating renewables into power balancing and system services, 
while accounting for infrastructure development. In this way, RES 
can be freely integrated into the electricity market and improve the 
generation shift and power balance without interrupting the quality 
and reliability of service. 

Scope: 

This FO is based on what has been achieved in the Optimate, 
EWIS, Twenties and TradeWind projects.  

The goal is to develop a toolbox that utilizes the building blocks 
from ongoing projects. It is, therefore, required in order to study 
the detailed impact of scalable and replicable solutions for 
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 renewable integration using not only power markets but also 

system services. 

Specific tasks: 

− To design market mechanisms that allow participation of RES 
(active and reactive power control), storage devices and 
conventional generation shift to ensure system adequacy and 
efficiency 

− To design investment incentive regimes that promote 
conventional and RES generation flexibility, new transmission 
capacity and to foster storage systems 

− To design grid tariffs mechanisms for active demand-side 
management that flatten the load curve and integration of RES in 
valley hours in the operation of the electrical system 

Expected 
outcome 

A simulation toolbox will be delivered that allows the economic 
impact of multiple renewable integration routes to be quantified 
through large-scale experiments. This will test the market 
integration of renewable generation while accounting for the 
results of the TWENTIES project. As a result, it will be possible to 
make long-term forecasts of costs and benefits for the market and 
individual customers. 

Expected 
impact 

Increased integration of RES and maximized welfare through 
correct market signals at acceptable reliability levels 

KPIs Reduced curtailment of RES 

Increased RES integration 

Increased quality of service 

Increased flexibility from energy players 

Improved competitiveness in the electricity market 

Main 
contributors 

− TSOs 

− Research institutes 

− Generation companies 

− DSOs 

− Power exchanges 

- Regulatory authorities 

Additional  
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 information 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 20 million 

Timeline 2010–2014 

  1070 
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 A5 CLUSTER 5: ASSET MANAGEMENT 1071 

 1072 

 1073 

A.5.1CONTEXT 1074 

Asset management aims at maintaining robust and cost-effective network infrastructures with 1075 
reliable performances. Thus, it helps to decide when old components are to be kept or when, 1076 
due to reasons of reliability, serviceability and/or availability of new equipment is required for 1077 
part of or even the entire network. These decisions have a direct impact on the network 1078 
OPEX and CAPEX as negotiated with regulators. 1079 

So far, the above decisions are guided by several pieces of data: 1080 

 Ex-ante reliability figures provided by manufacturers 1081 

 Ex-post knowledge of real-life equipment reliability 1082 

Recorded knowledge of normalized constraints under which equipment has been operated. 1083 

While taking worker’s safety into account, existing networks are continuously challenged to 1084 
choose from the following options: 1085 

 Implementing maintenance procedures to extend lifetime 1086 

 Upgrading equipment to increase lifetime or replace failing subsystems 1087 

 Partial replacement of infrastructure 1088 

This challenge becomes even more daunting when TSOs face public reluctance33 to accept 1089 
new overhead lines. Novel technology options will therefore come into the picture such as, 1090 
for instance, long underground HVAC cables, HVDC cables, AC/DC converters, FACTS, 1091 
PSTs as well as complex protection, control and supervision systems. These new 1092 
technologies also present asset management issues such as: is it possible to perform live 1093 
“line-work” on DC devices to avoid outages? 1094 

The coexistence of new and old assets will therefore connect with the overarching goals for 1095 
interconnected TSOs. That is to say, how can extra capacity be gained for the existing 1096 
network while working within acceptable reliability constraints at affordable costs? 1097 

The present cluster aims at revisiting the current approaches in the light of the above trends 1098 
while facing a paradigm shift in asset design. Here the question is: can working specifications 1099 
                                                
33  Low social acceptance: negative impact on landscape, Not In My Backyard “NIMBY” syndrome and now fear of hypothetical 
electromagnetic effects; “NOCEBO” people become sick through strong belief that nearby overhead power lines have a negative impact of 
their health. There is no scientific evidence of such impact. 

ASSET 
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 for equipment be dedicated to specific areas of the network to maximize asset lifetime while 1100 
keeping reliability levels within acceptable values and increasing network capacity according 1101 
to local asset management (which includes old, revamped and new assets)? 1102 

 1103 

A.5.2 OBJECTIVES 1104 

A5.2.1 BARRIERS AND GAPS 1105 

Barriers impeding innovation Knowledge gaps 

The use of conventional components will 
change due to more variable power flows 
generated by variable generations. 

The technology lifespan has already been 
quite extensively studied for conventional 
equipment (power line conductors, insulators, 
breakers).  

The aging process of some materials (like 
insulators in oil) is still not fully well 
understood and more research is still needed 
to understand the impact of variable power 
flows. 

The lifetime behavior of new components 
using more and more power electronics 
must be better understood since they are 
increasingly deployed in the network. 

Aging of FACTS and HVDC components 
under variable power flows. 

Substation automation gear has utilized 
digital technology over the past decade. For 
the first generation systems, the lifespan 
issues become critical. Due to the lack of 
standardization for this first generation of 
gear, they are generally based on 
proprietary solutions. Introduction of the 
IEC 61850 standard is one part of the 
solution. 

Special attention must be paid to embedded 
software and communication systems 
becoming obsolete. New bugs in “obsolete” 
software could be generated due to new 
operating conditions: it might be very difficult 
to fix bugs in older source code (lost 
knowledge, lack of compilers…). 

The maintenance strategies are generally 
based on periodic inspections and 
standardized preventive maintenance 
actions. These strategies are easy to 
implement and to organize but certainly not 
optimal for reducing costs and improving 
grid flexibility. 

 

ICT solutions in substations should allow 
information to be collected on component 
health and life state. The issue is to process 
and exploit large amounts of raw information 
to improve asset management. Solutions 
must be designed, developed and tested to 
address these issues, first on a few critical 
components. 

A new possibility is to use automated 
systems such as robots to detect and 

Demonstrations of a robotized approach are 
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 monitor problems or even to intervene in 
hostile environments. Autonomous robots 
equipped with video and thermographic 
sensors have been tested for substation 
monitoring.  

required before they can be commercialized. 

 1106 

A5.2.2 OBJECTIVES 1107 

The overarching goal of this cluster is to maximize the value for money of an assembly of 1108 
components, thanks to both improved monitoring of health (under managed working 1109 
conditions) and to improved preventative maintenance decisions suited to local network 1110 
conditions. 1111 

Moving away from “normalized” implementation of power components while achieving the 1112 
overarching goals requires the pursuit of several objectives: 1113 

 Validation of new monitoring concepts for primary and secondary components in view of 1114 
scheduling maintenance that maximizes network flexibility 1115 

 Utilization of conditional maintenance in view of further increasing network flexibility 1116 

 Anticipation of novel maintenance methodologies for new power technologies (HVDC 1117 
links, AC/C converters, underground cables) 1118 

 Better understanding of impacts from network working conditions on the aging of critical 1119 
components, thanks to ex-post analysis of assets that have been removed from the grid 1120 

 1121 

A5.2.3 EXPECTED OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS 1122 

Expected Outcomes 1123 

 New approaches to extend the lifetime of existing power components thanks to improved 1124 
real-time monitoring of their health 1125 

 New maintenance approaches to manage critical assets based on local optimization that 1126 
are shown to reduce operational costs while increasing network flexibility and ensuring 1127 
adequate power quality  1128 

 Optimized maintenance approaches for new network components 1129 

 New specifications towards manufacturers for sensors and IT systems able to further 1130 
support health monitoring, conditional maintenance and, overall, improved asset 1131 
management 1132 

 Recommendations for scaling-up and replicating of coordinated asset management 1133 
techniques 1134 
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  Interoperability and standardization guidelines of component health monitoring systems 1135 

constructed jointly with manufacturers 1136 

 Operator training recommendations are proposed to support novel asset management 1137 
approaches 1138 

 1139 

Expected impacts 1140 

 Easier integration of renewable generation due to a greater grid flexibility provided by an 1141 
optimal asset management 1142 

 Greater grid capacity for the electricity market leading to a more efficient electricity 1143 
market. For the same level of quality and security of supply, a smarter asset management 1144 
could offer more grid capacity. 1145 

 Reduced costs of the asset maintenance activities, while increasing the performance of 1146 
existing assets 1147 

 Smooth integration of new technologies with optimum OPEX 1148 

 1149 

A.5.3 STRUCTURE OF CLUSTER 5 1150 

This cluster is built on three functional objectives. T15 focuses on the component level where 1151 
methodologies are developed to determine and to maximize the lifetime of critical power 1152 
components for existing and future networks. In-depth knowledge about the way that each 1153 
component performs is essential to develop methods and tools to optimize the asset lifetime 1154 
at system level, and this is derived from the quantitative cost/benefit analyses in T16. Finally, 1155 
T17 demonstrates the potential at the EU level for new asset management approaches. 1156 

 1157 

Figure 11: Structure of cluster 5 asset management 1158 

 1159 

 

T17:  

Demonstration  

of the potential at  

EU level of new asset  

management approaches 

T16:  Development and validation of 
tools which optimize the asset life 

time at system level, based on 
quantitative cost/benefit analyses 

T15: Developing approaches to determine and to 
maximize the life time of critical power 

components for existing and future networks 
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  1160 

T15 
Developing  approaches to determine and to maximize the 
lifetime of critical power components for existing and future 
networks 

Contents Challenges  

So far asset management relies on an average life-span of 
equipment as a function of a few critical working parameters 
(working temperature, number of switching, etc). 

A challenge is to revisit the lifetime prediction modeling based on 
extended parameters that can be easily monitored (based on a 
trade-off between the extra cost for monitoring and the expected 
lifetime expansion). The other challenge is to account for the 
reliability of the new monitoring system itself. 

Objectives  

Various approaches of calculating and maximizing the lifetime of 
critical power components for the existing and future networks are 
to be developed and validated 

Scope:  

- To cover a significant part of critical network componentry 

- To include field data of several TSOs from different climates and 
operating voltages 

- To involve manufacturers in the technology choices in view of 
preparing future demonstrations 

Specific tasks  

The following tasks are tentatively planned for each component:  

- To identify the parameters (climate conditions, operating 
conditions, potential for hardware and software, among others) 
that impact the life span of components 

- To establish evaluation/estimation protocols for component 
statuses that are comparable across TSOs, with in-depth analysis 
and shared experiences. 

- To develop a methodology to determine and expand the life 
span of components including conventional components 
(conductor, insulator, tower, breaker, etc.) and new components 
such as power electronic devices and digital devices;  

- To propose dedicated, intelligent monitoring and analysis of 
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 results from equipment operation 

- If necessary, specify new measurement devices and associated 
ICT system 

- To assess the environmental impact (noise, leakage, etc.) and 
safety for workers or nearby inhabitants (especially in case of 
failure), taking into account aging processes and technical 
obsolescence. 

- To validate the added value of individual lifetime assessment 
compared to an average assessment of several similar 
components based on generic parameters (age of equipment, 
switching steps, etc.) 

- To assess the benefits of partially renewing small components 
(joints, etc.) or adding new protective layers (paint coating) to 
extend life span. A methodology is to be developed that assesses 
the capability of each component to be partially repaired or where 
the coating is to be replaced.  

- To develop new ways of detecting component failure based on 
failure models. 

Expected 
outcomes 

  

- For each component, an approach for local health monitoring is 
proposed based on a wide coverage of climate and working 
conditions 

- The life span prediction model is based on past real-life data of 
existing equipment  

- Lifetime prediction models for new component are determined 
jointly with manufacturers  

- More TSOs can contribute to strengthen the proposed 
approaches 

- More manufacturers can contribute with their own technology 

- Feedback from TSOs to technology manufacturers for future 
health monitoring systems 

- Delayed network investments to ensure the same capacity  

Expected 
impacts 

- Increased network flexibility for grid users at optimized OPEX 
which allows a larger share of RES and increased security of 
supply 

- Standards for health monitoring equipment for power 
technologies at European level 
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 KPIs   Lengthen life-time of assets 

Main 
contributors 

- TSOs  

- Technology providers, manufacturers, IT providers  

- Research institutes 

Additional 
information 

The associated IT system at the substation and enterprise levels 
must be defined and costs evaluated.  

Standards could help to implement efficient asset management 
methodologies for the same type of equipment from different 
manufacturers. 

At least 5 critical technologies will be investigated in parallel 
during the first 5 years. 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 30 million 

Timeline 2014–2018 

 1161 

 1162 

T16 Development and validation of tools which optimize asset 
lifetime at the system level, based on quantitative 
cost/benefit analysis 

Content Challenges:  

Asset management based on optimization at the system level is 
complex. Since all decision-making processes must be taken into 
account, this requires a well-defined level of system reliability. The 
main R&D challenge is to specify and develop an implementable 
approach in the real world, using relevant approximation and 
heuristics. 

Objectives:  

Development and validation of tools which optimize the asset 
lifetime at system level, based on quantitative cost/benefit 
analyses 

Scope:  

Specify approaches and tools to prepare optimal decisions for 
asset management: covering, for a given network , the health 
monitoring of several technologies. These approaches must 
answer the following questions: 
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 - Which equipment has to be replaced, repaired or upgraded and 

when (preventatively)? 

- How many spare parts are needed, how much maintenance 
personnel is required and where should maintenance personnel 
and spare parts warehouses be situated to minimize 
undeliverable energy? 

Specific tasks: 

- To define methods and tools of optimizing asset management at 
the system level. The proposed methodology will provide an 
assessment of the costs and benefits of different asset 
management strategies. The methodology should propose a risk-
based approach at the system level, including interactions 
between equipment, impacts on security and quality of supply and 
also environmental and safety constraints. The organization of 
maintenance work, availability of spare parts (supply chain, 
quantity of spare parts and location) are part of the global 
optimization problem 

- Providing tools for dynamic management of outage planning & 
maintenance schedules. 

Expected 
outcomes 

 

- By combining results from T15 and T16, participating TSOs will 
be able to test their approach on the same subset of equipment 
in different ENTSO-E control zones 

- OPEX reduction will be quantified for this subset; other 
components can be defined for T15, whereas T16 is extended 
to cover them 

- Scaling and replication activities will be specified for T17 

- Manufacturers will do more for ensuring interoperability and will 
define standards for monitoring equipment health 

- TSOs will further optimize asset management of the 
transmission system, including replacement, supervision and 
maintenance policies. A number of maintenance actions will 
evolve and their priority level, total cost and benefits to grid 
performance will be recorded. 

Expected 
impact 

- Maintain system reliability at lower costs whatever the RES 
share in the power mix 

KPIs   Lengthen life-time of assets 
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 Partners 
involved 

- TSOs  

- ICT providers  

- Research institutes 

Additional 
information 

The methodology and tools must be flexible and adaptable for 
each European TSO with different types of constraints and rules. 
Approximation and heuristics could be different from one TSO to 
another. 

Two large projects embedded with ICT, involving several TSOs (€ 
15 million each, 3–5 years) 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 30 million 

Timeline 2014–2018 

 1163 

 1164 

T17 Demonstrations of potential at EU level for new approaches 
to asset management  

Content Challenges:  

The challenge is to demonstrate how integrated asset 
management approaches can be implemented, scaled up and 
replicated at managed costs and that the expected benefits are 
realized. 

The demonstration could be done using a few types of equipment 
at substation level. Next, the scaling-up and replication of the 
results must be performed in several control zones. Expected 
benefits at the system level can be quantified within given 
approximations.  

Objectives:  

The scaling-up of new asset management approaches and its 
potential for replication at the EU level are to be demonstrated. 

Scope:  

- Demonstrations in several control zones with several 
manufacturers 

- A typical set of critical power technologies 

- Experimental results to prepare for scaling-up and replication 
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  Specific tasks:  

- To utilize embedded ICT to monitor individual assets and to 
define a method of supervision based on this information at the 
system level for several TSOs in parallel 

- To implement robotics for problem detection but also to 
intervene in hostile environments and avoid the need for human 
maintenance. These include UAV to inspect overhead lines and 
robots that move while “grabbing” the conductors 

- To implement maintenance activities with the network “on”, 
especially for DC equipment 

- To propose scaling-up and replication rules for new asset 
management approaches at the European level 

Expected 
outcomes 

  

Validation of the proposed solutions for asset management, with 
the assessment of their future replication and scaling up at 
European level 

- TSO maintenance rules revisited with standards and 
interoperability of health monitoring system, and decision-
making tools for asset management at TSOs level 

- TSOs can specify technical specifications to manufacturers for 
deployment 

- TSOs achieve increased network flexibility and capacity, 
reduced OPEX and delayed capital investment 

Expected 
impact 

- Maintain system reliability at lower costs whatever the RES 
share in the power mix 

KPIs  Lengthen life-time of assets 

Main 
contributors 

- TSOs  

- ICT providers  

- Research institutes 

Additional 
information 

- Several years of operations is needed to quantify costs and 
benefits 

- Five control zones X € 15 million demonstration per control zone 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 75 million 

Timeline 2017–2022 
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  1165 

A6 CLUSTER 6: JOINT TSO/DSO R&D ACTIVITIES  1166 

 1167 

A.6.1 CONTEXT 1168 

Even though the transmission system is physically linked with the distribution system to 1169 
transfer electric power and energy, real-time communications are scarce and no information 1170 
is shared on normal and/or contingency situations. Furthermore, distribution system states 1171 
and conditions (i.e., load, capacity, and voltage) are often not monitored. This still functions 1172 
well with unidirectional power flow from the transmission system and only slight integration of 1173 
distributed energy resources (DER). 1174 

However, with increasing amounts of DER being connected at the distribution level, new 1175 
electricity loads and growth in demand, the lack of a communications interface and little to no 1176 
system status information creates problems for system operators. For instance, massive 1177 
amounts of PV are connected at low to medium voltages in many countries. DER do have an 1178 
important impact on system stability. For this reason, TSOs and DSOs must closely 1179 
cooperate and increase their communications. 1180 

New types of consumption such as electric heat pumps and electric vehicles will also join the 1181 
markets for energy and ancillary services and will not follow a predefined profile such as 1182 
conventional consumption. New methods are needed to design the best TSO/DSO interface 1183 
and identify what the network requires in order to cope with increasingly volatile generation 1184 
and consumption. Enhanced monitoring tools at the generation interface (also at the 1185 
distribution level) can also facilitate transmission grid operation. 1186 

Innovative new concepts such as the smart grid together with joint R&D TSO and DSO 1187 
activities will be essential to achieving the European energy target for 2020 and goals for 1188 
integrating RES into the energy system by 2050. 1189 

The deployment of innovative technologies on one hand changes the architecture of 1190 
transmission (HVDC) that affects the distribution grid. On the other hand, active components 1191 
in the distribution grids (e.g., power electronic converters) can provide services to the 1192 
transmission system such as virtual power plants (VPP), ‘aggregators’ or service providers 1193 
(e.g., EVs) organized at the distribution system level. 1194 

Different from the other clusters which focus largely on the transmission level, this cluster 1195 
identifies additional benefits and potential services that future distribution systems can 1196 
provide from the TSO perspective.  1197 

INTELLIGENT SYSTEM 
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  1198 

A.6.2 OBJECTIVES 1199 

A6.2.1 BARRIERS AND GAPS 1200 

Barriers impeding innovation Knowledge gaps 

It is challenging to integrate ICT technologies 
into the existing system. Existing grids should 
be used in a more intelligent and efficient 
manner. 

Lack of real-time communication between 
distribution and transmission levels 

Weak integration of energy systems. Stronger 
integration of electricity/gas systems is an 
obvious option in several member states 

More flexibility is needed 

Many imbalances at the distribution level can 
be solved there before they are transmitted to 
the transmission grid and ancillary services. 
However, imbalances must be resolved where 
it is economically most feasible. Local 
balancing should only be applied for 
congested lines or transformers.   

New market designs and products are 
needed 

Autonomous self-controlling and healing grids 
(dynamic topology, power re-routing). 

Autonomous, distributed control systems 

 1201 

A6.2.2 OBJECTIVES 1202 

The overall aim is to evaluate the smart grid initiatives by DSOs and their possible utilization 1203 
for supporting the transmission grid with regulation and ancillary services provided at the 1204 
interface with the lower voltage grid.  1205 

Specific objectives: 1206 

 To develop forecasting tools (both short- and long-term) and design a 1207 
communications infrastructure in line with the relevant measures from the TSO 1208 
perspective, allowing better coordination of system operations. 1209 

 o investigate the behavior of customer segments at the distribution system level and 1210 
integrate them so that they can actively participate in system management and 1211 
development of models (e.g., aggregators). This will make the system more flexible 1212 
and add value for consumers so that they are on equal terms with other actors (e.g., 1213 
gas turbines) 1214 

 To develop and identify a set of relevant ancillary services shared by the DSO and 1215 
the TSO that allow the deployment of emerging technologies (integration of electric 1216 
vehicles, micro-generation). This must account for the expected quality of service to 1217 
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 be delivered. Services related to energy and power are provided by commercial 1218 

actors (i.e., those responsible for balancing). DSOs can only provide services related 1219 
to reactive power, voltage control etc. However, DSOs can also buy energy and 1220 
ancillary services to resolve local congestion problems. 1221 

 To improve the current TSO/DSO interface with respect to defense and restoration 1222 
plans 1223 

 To provide a common framework for interoperability (communication protocols, 1224 
information models, semantic models, connection requirements, etc.). 1225 

 To define a framework that allows scaling-up and replication in different topological 1226 
scenarios  1227 

A6.2.3 EXPECTED OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS 1228 

Expected outcomes 1229 

 Better coordination between transmission and distribution systems by exchanging 1230 
information and data in real time  1231 

 Faster network restoration due to participation of DSOs in process  1232 

 Specific products for providing ancillary services and demand-side management 1233 
(DSM) will incentivize development of DER 1234 

 Validated tools that can be used at the pan-European level to encourage increased 1235 
network observability 1236 

 1237 

Expected Impacts 1238 

 Realization of methodologies and tools for scaling-up and replicating solutions, 1239 
maximization of impacts for future use of developed solutions at European level 1240 

 Convergence between various European standards will increase competitiveness 1241 

 1242 

A.6.3 STRUCTURE OF CLUSTER 6 1243 

This cluster covers the functional objectives that the TSOs and DSOs have in common. It is 1244 
divided into 5 functional objectives. 1245 

 1246 
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_ 1247 

Figure 12: Structure of Cluster 6: Joint TSO/DSO 1248 

 1249 

 1250 

TD1 Increased observability of the distribution system for 
transmission network management and control 

Content Challenges:  

A challenge for every network operator is to aggregate data that is 
coherent at all voltage levels and between operational areas. 
There is a need to accurately model the load and DER. This data 
aggregation should cover different time horizons, ranging from 
short-term (real-time operational planning) up to long-term 
(network planning).  

Forecasting engines is needed to manage reserves in a timely 
and secure manner. Furthermore, the presence of PV, wind or 
CHP units at the distribution level will require TSOs to foresee the 
real-time requirements of the distribution system to maintain 
operational security.  

As new network codes are written, aiming to integrate DER into 
the network, some degree of control over DER will be required. 
This may ask for DER control centers to monitor, forecast and 
operate DER according to the needs of DSOs and TSOs. This will 
provide, amid others, more capabilities such as power flow 
control, load management, autonomous operation and control at 
the cell level. 
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 Objectives:  

The main objective is to increase observability of the distribution 
system for transmission network management and control. 

Scope:  

Integration of DER in power control: active and reactive power 
control capability, technical aggregation, observability of DER for 
TSO and DSO 

Specific tasks: 

- To improve short-term (15’, 1h, 3h) and long-term (5-day) 
forecast engines for PV, wind, CHP and loads. 

- To develop new modeling methods and tools for steady-state 
(static parameters) and dynamic analyses (capacities up to 
1 MW) 

- To deliver methods and tools for planning new DER connections 
at the TSO/DSO boundary (response to new connection 
requirements) 

- To develop new methodologies for data processing at various 
system levels (DSO, TSO) 

- To design new architecture, control systems and 
communications (including GIS assistance) that allow multiple 
new generators to be connected and share information with 
TSOs. 

- New integrated functions (scaling-up techniques) and solutions 
for technical aggregation of DER data acquisition capabilities for 
improved DER production observability 

Expected 
outcomes 

- More accurate production and load analysis for each network 
operator thus minimizing the impact of DER on the network and 
increasing the level of observability. 

- Deployment of DER control centers, responding both to TSO 
and DSO constraints  

- Improved load forecasts that deliver improved network security 
margins (i.e., more reliable determination of reserve 
requirements in a timely and secure manner) and make network 
operations more efficient 

Expected 
impacts 

- Validated tools that can be used at a pan-European level to 
encourage increased observability 
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 KPIs Error between forecasted and measured non-dispatchable DER 

generation (proposal) 

Main 
contributors 

- TSO 

- DSO 

- Research institutes 

- Manufacturers 

- Generation companies  

- Aggregators 

Additional 
information 

Demonstration phases are foreseen that prepare scalability and 
replication in non-participating member states 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 45 million 

Timeline 2011–2018 

 1251 

 1252 

TD2 The integration of demand side management at DSO level 
into TSO operations 

Content Challenges: 

The potential benefits of load control, such as peak shaving and 
energy savings, must involve large-scale participation of end 
consumers in order to assess their impact on TSO planning and 
operations. 

New technologies such as smart meters and energy boxes must 
be included to add value to traditional demand response and raise 
awareness about consumption patterns and foster active 
customer participation in the energy market. 

Objectives: 

The main objective is to integrate DSM at the DSO level into TSO 
operations. 

Scope: 

In contrast to T10, DSM is performed at DSO level. 

Specific tasks: 

To achieve these goals, demonstration specifications are required 
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 for demand-side management: 

- To define demand requirements and data required by TSOs for 
the pan-European planning tool 

- To demonstrate active customer involvement with “indirect” 
feedback (provided post-consumption) and “direct” feedback 
(real-time) and suitable operations designed to achieve a 
reduction in peak demand (10–15 %) 

- To model customer/load behavior and segmentation and 
quantify the degree of flexibility provided by distribution 
networks, e.g., through reconfiguration or other methods 

Expected 
outcomes 

- The existence of load control provided by the distribution at TSO 
level allows TSO to plan and operate the network in an efficient 
and economical way. 

Expected 
impacts 

- Increased level of flexibility for TSO planning and operations will 
allow increased integration of RES while maintaining security of 
supply at the pan-European level. 

KPIs  

Main 
contributors 

- TSO  

- DSOs 

- Manufacturers  

- Customers 

- Service providers 

Additional 
information 

 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 70 million 

Timeline 2012–2018 

 1253 

TD3 Ancillary services provided through DSOs 

Content Challenges 

Distribution companies formerly contributed to ancillary services in 
transmission systems through reactive compensation on the MV 
side of the HV/MV transformer. Load-tripping schemes limit 
drops in frequency in the event of a loss of generation etc. 
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 The evolution of the electricity sector and the expected arrival of 

aggregators will strongly affect the roles of the TSOs and DSOs. 
In that regard legal, contractual and market aspects must be 
addressed by TSOs and DSOs. 

Objectives  

This FO aims at creating new incentive mechanisms and 
addressing technical aspects to allow new ancillary services for 
TSOs from DER and load control provided through DSOs. 

Scope:  

New procedures and strategies will be developed for providing 
ancillary services by DSOs to TSOs using DER and load control.  

 

Specific tasks: 

- Novel ways of providing ancillary services through loads and 
their impact on transmission networks; the highly variable and 
unpredictable nature of DER and RES places new constraints on 
these ancillary services. 

- Simulation environments to demonstrate the viability and options 
of ancillary services provision by aggregated loads at DSO level 

- Technologies and tools for active and reactive power control of 
DER, with TSO/DSO coordination to provide extra power flow 
control, load management and islanding 

- New actors and market models that enable DER to provide 
ancillary services 

- New models that describe products and services to be tested on 
selected segments of customers and their impact on future 
ancillary services in the presence of large-scale DER integration; 

- New market models that account for the price-sensitive nature of 
loads and consequently their increased flexibility 

- Analysis of legal, contractual and regulatory aspects of ancillary 
services provided by distributed generation and/or loads, 
allowing for more aggregated business models 

Expected 
outcome 

- The increased level of DER in distribution networks will bring 
more active contribution from DSOs and service providers in 
terms of issues like active and reactive power reserves, voltage 
and frequency control and network restoration. Thus, loads can 
contribute effectively to ancillary services and markets. 
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 - Replacement of load tripping through new provided services 

Expected 
impact 

- New recommendations on grid code evolutions, based on 
ancillary services that can be provided at DSO level 

KPIs  

Main 
contributors 

- TSO 

- DSO 

- ICT providers 

- Manufacturers 

- Service providers 

- Generation companies 

- Aggregators 

Additional 
information 

 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 50 million 

Timeline 2014–2018 

 1254 

 1255 

TD4 Improved defense and restoration plan  

Content Challenges:  

There are almost no common and binding procedures at the pan-
European level for managing defense and restoration with 
contributions from RES (wind farms in particular) and DER within 
distribution systems during emergencies. 

Regulatory and technical issues as well as social and economic 
aspects must be considered when designing a restoration plan at 
the pan-European level.  

The distribution networks can participate in defense plans using 
domestic intelligent electrical appliances that could sense 
changes in network frequency and respond according to the order 
of priority set by the user (e.g., selective load shedding).  

The distribution networks could also participate in small 
disturbance management that will require new methodologies and 
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 techniques. 

Research is needed in order to develop, among others, a new 
power system restoration planning methodologies which may 
incorporate interactive graphics and optimization algorithms.  

Also simulation tools which are able to detect the weak points in 
the pan-European system are needed together with a European 
operational guideline in line with acceptable reconnection 
scenarios in order to implement a harmonized emergency strategy 
in connection with RES and DER management during emergency 
situations.  

Objectives:  

The main objective is to involve DSOs in an improved defense 
and restoration plan for the entire pan-European system. 

Scope:  

Since FO T7 develops new methods and tools for identifying and 
assessing the vulnerabilities of the pan-European grid by 
considering both the power and ICT systems together, this FO 
should develop solutions involving components at the distribution 
level. 

Specific tasks: 

− To develop simulation tools and methods that detect 
weaknesses in the system with respect to reconnecting DER and 
storage systems 

− To develop simulation tools and methods of assessing the risk 
of breakdowns during reconnection 

- To develop simulation tools for interactive system restoration 
including advanced forecast tools developed in TD1 for wind, 
solar PV and other variable RES. 

− To address regulatory and technical challenges that implement 
restoration plans at the pan-European level 

− To investigate the contribution of DER for system restoration 
and its contribution to immediate power reserves; this can be 
relevant from the TSO perspective (e.g., black start capability and 
coordination of wind turbine generators) 

− To investigate the impact of micro-grids and islanding 
capabilities 

− To train operators about the evolution of national regulatory 
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 schemes in order to foster coordination efforts 

Expected 
outcome 

- A simulation framework will be developed that detects 
weaknesses in reconnection scenarios involving DER units. 

- The potential contributions of RES, DER and micro-grids to 
defense plans (black-start capabilities, islanding capabilities) will 
be assessed. 

- A joint TSO/DSO approach will be developed for defense plans 
involving DER and micro-grids 

Expected 
impact 

- Regulatory and technical solutions to implement restoration 
plans at the pan- European level to lessen the impact of power 
shortages for end users 

KPIs  

Main 
contributors 

- TSO 

- DSO 

- Manufacturers 

- Generation companies 

Additional 
information 

 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 45 million 

Timeline 2011–2018 

 1256 

 1257 

TD5 Tools for scaling-up and replicating at EU level  

Content Challenges:  

The EEGI roadmap provides a set of Functional Objectives that 
will initiate smart grid R&D projects. These require public support 
so that the future technical risks of innovative solution deployment 
will be covered in a manner that is satisfactory both for regulators 
and free-market players. However, the following challenges still 
exist:  

- The economic risk of deployment is not under control, even 
though technical risks seem to be under control (lack of economic 
scaling) 
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 - The regulatory environment, which may be favorable in one 

control zone (economic scaling is managed), is no longer 
favorable in another control zone (lack of replication potential) 

- The exchange of data, knowledge, results and tools requires a 
proper framework and guidelines to ensure that they are scalable 
and can be replicated. In this respect, interoperability between 
various standard protocols (IEC 61968 DMS; IEC 61850-7-420 
DER, IEC 61970 EMS, IEC TS 62351 Security) requires further 
study, probably supported by field experiments 

There is thus a need for scientific approaches to address “ex-

ante” fears in order to propose, before deployment, solutions for 
the following issues: 

- Scalability of an innovative network solution is project-
dependent; the use of experimental results from R&D with the 
help of numerical modeling techniques makes it possible to 
demonstrate that economic scaling is under control within 
acceptable uncertainties. 

- Replication potential of scalable innovative network solutions 
depends on the control area and its specific boundary conditions; 
the use of experimental results from R&D with the help of 
numerical techniques and empirical data on boundary conditions 
makes it possible to demonstrate that the potential for replication 
is appraised within acceptable uncertainties. 

Objectives:  

The purpose is to study and validate a set of shared common 
tools and a methodology amongst network operators in Europe; it 
will address interoperability and standardization as well as 
scaling-up and replication issues with answers that can be trusted 
by all the involved stakeholders, including regulators. 

Scope:  

This FO proposes generic scaling-up and replication approaches.  

Specific tasks: 

− To investigate the acceptable levels of uncertainty in studies in 
order to adequately assess the scaling-up and replication 
potentials of solutions and their requirements 

− To deliver the final specifications of the prototype tool box, the 
methodological steps and the validation tests by TSO, DSO and 
TSO/DSO consortia 

− To validate and calibrate the toolbox capabilities against a 
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 sufficient number of national and EU-supported projects that have 

gone to deployment phase 

− To document the methodology for future project participants so 
that they can assess the experimental data requirements required 
to design a smart grid demonstration 

− To develop information models for European smart grids 
security, taking into account business interactions and the 
physical processes of delivering electricity, and also the disruption 
of business communications, or of the delivery of electricity 

− To analyze data exchange protocols that reinforce 
interoperability constraints at the European level with an adequate 
level of security 

− To study appropriate confidentiality constraints in the developed 
toolbox to ensure appropriate sharing of results while at the same 
time preserving stakeholder interests. 

− To define open standard data models that ensure 
interoperability between different data exchange protocols for 
smart grid applications and to increase competitiveness 

Expected 
outcome 

− Barriers to scaling-up and replication are identified and solutions 
are provided to remove them 

− Options to make the  studied functionalities  evolve in view of 
future scaling and replication are proposed 

Expected 
impact 

The intricacies of the European grids make scaling-up and 
replication extremely complex. By jointly addressing scientific and 
technical issues, the following will be possible: 

− Reduced development costs for manufacturers 

− Accelerated validation phase of innovative technologies and 
solutions  

− Maximized impact of future use at EU level 

Furthermore, convergence on interoperability of different 
standards at EU level will ensure: 

− Increased competitiveness  

− Customized solutions adapted to local requirements 

− Application of homogeneous IT-supporting systems 

KPIs  
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 Main 
contributors 

- TSOs 

- DSOs 

- Simulation tool developers at academic and industrial level 

- Power technology manufacturers  

- Academics involved in regulatory environment simulations 

- Professional associations representing generation and retail 
activities 

- ICT providers 

- Service providers 

Additional 
information 

It is expected that one or two large R&D projects will lead to the 
creation of an operational tool box for use by network operators 
and power industry manufacturers; this will be based on the many 
existing demonstration results but several R&D projects will be 
needed in order to address data modeling and interoperability 
capabilities. 

Budget 
estimation 

€ 40 million 

Timeline 2011–2018 

 1258 

1259 
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ANNEX B METHODOLOGY OF DEFINING THE R&D 1260 

ROADMAP AND ACTIVITIES 1261 

B.1 SWOT ANALYSIS  1262 

The shift to a new paradigm in electricity has enormous consequences for European TSOs. It 1263 
is therefore imperative to expand expertise and develop innovative solutions to deal with the 1264 
challenges of tomorrow’s pan-European transmission grid. But first we must assess the 1265 
current status of Europe’s TSOs and prioritize the R&D that is need most. To accomplish 1266 
this, a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) analysis has been 1267 
performed and the results are shown below. 1268 

Strengths 1269 

 TSOs have extensive expertise in planning and operating the current electricity 1270 
system 1271 

 Several collaborative R&D projects funded through the European framework program 1272 
have provided TSOs with their first experiences doing R&D together and the benefits 1273 
are already apparent. 1274 

 Through the efforts of daily network operation and regional initiatives (Coreso, TSC, 1275 
etc) and ENTSO-E, European TSOs realize the positive effects of increased levels of 1276 
coordination and cooperation 1277 

 ENTSO-E and its members are enablers of energy policy goals (high involvement in 1278 
EEGI as stipulated by SET Plan) and comply with regulator requests. 1279 

Weaknesses 1280 

 TSOs lack direct (in-field) experience with many novel and unconventional 1281 
technologies that will be critical for the future grid. 1282 

 TSOs lack resources (monetary and human) to develop new tools, approaches and 1283 
expertise. It is difficult to allocate funds for R&D. Talented human resources may be 1284 
hesitant to consider employment with a TSO due to their perception as conservative 1285 
and slow to innovate. 1286 

 High security requirements and regulatory constraints make TSOs averse to 1287 
innovations that offer potential breakthroughs yet also involve high risk.  1288 

 The large scale of the required investments means that grid infrastructure cannot be 1289 
modernized overnight. 1290 

 Within the current regulatory framework, system optimization is still viewed as a 1291 
national issue and not from a pan-European perspective (for investment decisions, 1292 
operational procedures, etc).  1293 

 Each European TSO faces different national regulation and market rules. This 1294 
presents a barrier to harmonization at the pan-European level. 1295 
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 Opportunities 1296 

 Strong commitment of policy makers to achieve decarbonization of European 1297 
economy encourages TSOs to modernize the transmission system. 1298 

 Available technology (e.g., power components, ICT) and research advances (e.g., 1299 
optimization methodologies) provide TSOs with different alternatives for addressing 1300 
the upcoming challenges. This is an opportunity to progressively build a new 1301 
European electricity grid with better and more efficient technologies. 1302 

 The trend towards creating the IEM requires TSOs to provide solutions that are valid 1303 
for all of Europe. 1304 

 TSOs become aware that sharing resources will help to optimize operations while 1305 
avoiding stranded investments and duplication. 1306 

 Increased integration of electricity system with other energy sectors (e.g., gas, heat 1307 
and transportation) introduces TSOs to new partnerships and expertise. 1308 

 New business models with new actors (e.g., DSOs take on more active role in 1309 
integrating DER) provides TSOs with another means of securely maintaining high-1310 
quality energy. 1311 

Threats 1312 

 Multiple R&D visions & strategies at the national level; failure to align these with EU 1313 
climate and energy targets will impede innovation. 1314 

 National and European policies give preference to quick fixes instead of pursuing 1315 
long-term goals. Excessive political and regulatory focus on cost reduction instead of 1316 
guaranteeing system efficiency and security. This will hamper TSO investment in 1317 
R&D and system innovation. 1318 

 Lack of cooperation and communication with technology providers can hinder 1319 
confidence in developing and demonstrating benefits of novel technologies. 1320 

 Failure to properly coordinate R&D efforts with technology providers, research 1321 
institutions and new actors in addressing long-term TSO needs, hence leading to 1322 
inefficient utilization of resources and failure to establish expertise in time. 1323 

 Economic crises that divert attention from energy issues may also hamper system 1324 
development. 1325 

1326 
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B.2 KNOWLEDGE SHARING 1327 

ENTSO-E has established the Working Group for Monitoring and Knowledge Sharing (WG 1328 
MKS) within the Research and Development Committee (RDC) to enable active contribution 1329 
of ideas and dissemination of results. The following guidelines apply: 1330 

 The sharing of results is focused on sharing foreground information, i.e. new 1331 
knowledge and expertise gained during the project’s development. All intellectual 1332 
property rights (IPR; including but not limited to industrial property rights) to 1333 
foreground information are owned by the TSOs participating in the project in 1334 
accordance with the relevant agreements. 1335 

 Project results owned by the TSOs are shared within ENTSO-E: TSOs specify, 1336 
package and validate the project results which are made accessible via ENTSO-E. 1337 

 TSOs commit themselves to share project results and necessary background 1338 
information within ENTSO-E. Project results will be made accessible via 1339 
ENTSO-E. 1340 

 TSOs share (disseminate and facilitate access to) all foreground information, 1341 
new knowledge and expertise gained during the project’s development within 1342 
ENTSO-E. 1343 

 TSOs will grant access to new software developments and to new testing facilities at 1344 
a reasonable cost.  1345 

 ENTSO-E will grant access rights to any TSO details required to generate foreground 1346 
information in accordance with the relevant agreements. 1347 

 All new equipment, prototypes or demonstration facilities are owned by the TSOs 1348 
participating in the project in accordance with the relevant agreements. 1349 

 TSOs manage how knowledge is integrated within ENTSO-E; ENTSO-E enables 1350 
cross-functional coordination of R&D portfolios in all subjects relating to TSOs 1351 
business. 1352 

 1353 

B.3 KPIS AND MONITORING 1354 

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are an important means of monitoring the activities 1355 
defined in the Roadmap. This set of KPIs has been developed by WG MKS, who is also 1356 
responsible for the monitoring process.  1357 

The set of KPIs, named as Implementation Effectiveness KPIs, are focused at a program 1358 
management level: 1359 

 Completion of R&D Roadmap. These indicators measure the contributions of various 1360 
R&D projects to completing the objectives of the R&D Roadmap. The aim is to 1361 
determine the completion percentage of each R&D task as well as perform a gap 1362 
analysis so that future and current R&D tasks can be prioritized. 1363 

 Budget: This indicator measures the effort committed to each project compared to 1364 
the forecast values. 1365 
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  Time: This indicator helps to determines whether or not a project is on schedule 1366 

and/or whether delays are expected. 1367 

These KPIs are assessed using ‘traffic lights’. Here, green indicates that projects are on track 1368 
with no budgetary or time problems, orange denotes minor issues that do not represent a risk 1369 
for the project, while red signalizes important risks or delays that might endanger the success 1370 
of the project. 1371 

The monitoring data is provided by each project’s coordinators and makes use of a template 1372 
that is sent for completion once a year. A monitoring report of the R&D achievement, on-1373 
going activities and gaps is yearly delivered34. 1374 

The results of the monitoring process will help to perform a gap analysis for prioritizing 1375 
upcoming R&D activities. 1376 

B.4  REFINING THE R&D ROADMAP 1377 

The methodology for updating and refining the ENTSO-E R&D Roadmap and 1378 
Implementation Plan is visualized in Figure 13.  1379 

Step 1 involves two parallel streams. In loop 1A (L1A), TSO R&D needs are first assessed 1380 
and collected. These are consolidated so that they can be validated and updated by 1381 
committees (System Development Committee (SDC), System Operations Committee (SOC), 1382 
Market Committee (MC)). At the same time, loop 1B (L1B) demonstrates how the various 1383 
R&D projects are monitored by WG MKS so that they can determine whether there are any 1384 
gaps in the R&D coverage (gap analysis). 1385 

In step 2, external stakeholders (e.g., associations, policy and regulatory authorities such as 1386 
European Electricity Grid Initiative and other European Industrial Initiatives are consulted to 1387 
retrieve feedback and additional input on the ENTSO-E update proposals. No external 1388 
consultation is planned for the ENTSO-E Implementation Plan since this document is fully 1389 
derived from the R&D Roadmap and instead places emphasis on TSO priorities and their 1390 
available resources. 1391 

Finally in step 3, the ENTSO-E R&D Roadmap and Implementation Plan is approved by RDC 1392 
and ENTSO-E Assembly and then ultimately published. 1393 

                                                
34 1st monitoring report is done by the WG MKS  in 2012 

https://www.entsoe.eu/rd/monitoring-of-the-rd-achievement/ 
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 1394 

Figure 13: Methodology for updating R&D Roadmap and Implementation Plan 1395 

B.5 GOVERNANCE 1396 

All research work performed through the R&D Roadmap is subject to governance by 1397 
the following criteria.  1398 

Firstly, all research is collaborative and open to other market players and stakeholders. 1399 
Depending on the scope of the R&D involved, leadership and management responsibilities 1400 
are to be assumed by the TSOs or relevant partners.  1401 

Secondly, all projects within the Functional Objectives will utilize technical KPIs. These 1402 
determine how much value is added by each task and from the six Innovation Clusters 1403 
towards achieving the objectives of the SET Plan and implementing the IEM.  1404 

Roles and responsibilities: 1405 

 ENTSO-E is committed to publishing the R&D Roadmap and Implementation Plan 1406 
and providing information on short-term R&D work within the scope of the ENTSO-E 1407 
Annual Work Program. The objectives of these deliverables are explained in section 1408 
1. 1409 

 ENTSO-E contributes to publishing the EEGI Roadmap in coordination with other 1410 
industry stakeholders (e.g., EDSO4SG) and manufacturers (e.g., T&D Europe). This 1411 
collaboration will be fostered through the Grid+ project. 1412 
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  EC is invited to issue calls for proposals relating to the functional objectives of this 1413 

R&D Roadmap (therefore also belonging to the EEGI Roadmap). This will 1414 
progressively achieve the objectives of the SET Plan. 1415 

 ENTSO-E facilitates, through the RDC, the process of assembling partners for 1416 
projects addressed by calls for proposals so that TSOs, generation companies, 1417 
manufacturers, and research institutes can form consortia and submit their proposals 1418 
to the EC. 1419 

 ENTSO-E can participate as a partner in R&D projects if required. 1420 

 EC evaluates proposals sent in response to calls for proposals and awards work 1421 
contracts. 1422 

 The awarded consortia are responsible for all contractual commitments, project 1423 
execution and for submitting progress reports to EC. 1424 

 ENTSO-E monitors the R&D Roadmap using specific KPIs. 1425 

 ENTSO-E facilitates the dissemination of results based on publications prepared 1426 
within the framework of the R&D projects.  1427 

As regards the role of ENTSO-E bodies, RDC provides the central platform for R&D issues 1428 
and interacts closely with other committees (SDC, SOC and MC) the Board and the 1429 
Assembly. All consultation and approval procedures are followed as described in the Articles 1430 
of Association and Internal Regulations of ENTSO-E. 1431 

EU collaboration 1432 

ENTSO-E is responsible for implementing the SET Plan with the cooperation of European 1433 
TSOs. This is in full compliance with Regulation (EC) 714/2009 wherein Article 8 §3 states 1434 
“[…] the ENTSO for Electricity shall adopt: common network operation tools to ensure 1435 
coordination of network operation in normal and emergency conditions, including a common 1436 
incidents classification scale, and research plans.” ENTSO-E is a key member of EEGI, 1437 
which coordinates R&D efforts for electricity grids, and therefore contributes to achieving the 1438 
objectives of the SET Plan. 1439 

Governance processes for ENTSO-E R&D Roadmap 1440 

The basic processes used to govern this Roadmap are performed by ENTSO-E in close 1441 
cooperation with relevant stakeholders. These processes are: 1442 

 Designing and approving the ENTSO-E R&D Roadmap 1443 

 Providing support to the EC during drafting calls for proposal 1444 

 Monitoring the achievements of R&D performed through this Roadmap 1445 

 Disseminating the results throughout the stakeholder community and facilitating 1446 
scaling-up, replication and implementation of results by the entire ENTSO-E 1447 
community. 1448 

1449 
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GLOSSARIES 1450 

 1451 
AC  Alternate Current 1452 
ACER  Agency for Cooperation of Energy Regulators 1453 
ATC  Available Transfer Capability 1454 
BAU    Business as usual scenario 1455 
C  Cluster 1456 
CACM   Capacity Allocation & Congestion Management 1457 
CAPEX  Capital expenditures 1458 
CCGT  Combined Cycle Gas Turbine 1459 
CEER  Council of European Energy Regulators 1460 
CHP  Combine Heat and Power 1461 
CMM  Congestion Management Module 1462 
DC  Direct Current 1463 
DER                Distributed Energy Resources 1464 
DFR  Digital fault recording 1465 
DG ENER   Directorate General for Energy (European Commission) 1466 
DG R&I  Directorate for Research & Innovation (European Commission) 1467 
DLR  Dynamic Line Rating 1468 
DR  Demand Response 1469 
DSM  Demand Side Management 1470 
DG   Distributed Generation 1471 
DSO(s) Distribution System Operator(s) 1472 
ECE    European Commission for Energy 1473 
EDSO-SG   European DSO Association for smart grids 1474 
EEGI    European Electricity Grid Initiative =  1475 
EER(s)  European Energy Regulator(s) 1476 
EII  European Industrial Initiative 1477 
EMF  Electro-Magnetic Field 1478 
ENTSO-E the European Association of Transmission System Operators for Electricity 1479 
EPRI  Electric Power Research Institute 1480 
ESCo  Energy Service Company  1481 
EU  European Union 1482 
EV  Electric Vehicle 1483 
FACTS Flexible AC Transmission Systems 1484 
FO  Functional Objective 1485 
GIL  Gas-Insulated Lines 1486 
GW  Giga Watt 1487 
HMI   Human Machine Interface 1488 
HVAC  High Voltage Alternate Current 1489 
HVDC  High Voltage Direct Current 1490 
ICT  Information Communication Technology 1491 
IEA  International Energy Agency 1492 
IEM  Internal Electricity Market 1493 
IGBT   Insulated-gate bipolar transistor 1494 
IPR  Intellectual Property Rights 1495 
KPI(s)  Key Performance Indicator(s) 1496 
MC  ENTSO-E Market Committee 1497 
NC   Network code 1498 
NGOs  Non-Governmental Organizations  1499 
NRA(s)  National Regulatory Authority(-ies) 1500 
OPEX   Operating expenditures 1501 

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/index_en.htm
https://www.entsoe.eu/rd/eegi/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_Power_Research_Institute
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 PDC  Power Distribution Center 1502 
PMU  Phase-Measurement Units 1503 
PST  Phase-Shifting Transformer 1504 
PV  Photovoltaic 1505 
RDC  ENTSO-E Research and Development Committee 1506 
RES  Renewable Energy Source 1507 
R&D  Research & Development 1508 
RD&D  Research, Development & Demonstration 1509 
RTTR  Real Time Thermal Rating 1510 
SDC  ENTSO-E System Development Committee 1511 
SET Plan  Strategic Energy Technology Plan 1512 
SF6  Sulfur hexafluoride 1513 
SOC  ENTSO-E System Operations Committee 1514 
SOS    Security of supply 1515 
SRA2035 Strategic Research Agenda 2035 (European Technology Platform on Smart 1516 

Grids) 1517 
subgrid Sub-transmission grid (medium voltage grid) 1518 
SWOT  Strength / Weaknesses / Opportunities / Threats 1519 
T&D Europe  European Association of the Electricity Transmission and Distribution 1520 

Equipment and Services Industry) 1521 
Third Package (Third Internal Energy Market Package) = legislative package for an internal 1522 

gas and electricity market in the European Union (ownership unbundling) 1523 
TSO(s)  Transmission System Operator(s)  1524 
TYNDP Ten Year Network Development Plan 1525 
WACS  Wide Area Control Systems 1526 
WAMS  Wide Area Monitoring Systems 1527 
WAPS  Wide Area Protection Systems 1528 

1529 

http://www.tdeurope.eu/en/home/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Third_Energy_Package
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